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Abstract 
We introduce two new iteration games: the game Q, which is a strengthening of the weak 
iteration game, and the game Y’, which is somewhat stronger than Q but weaker than the full 
iteration game of length ol. For a countable M elementarily embeddable in some V,,, with two 
players I and II, we can show that II wins Y(M,o,) and that I does not win Y’(M). 
Keywords: Inner model theory; Iteration trees 
AMS classification: 03E55 
1. Introduction 
Iterability results, that is theorems ensuring the existence of well-founded branches 
in iteration trees, are the main technical tool used in proving the comparison theorem 
for inner models for large cardinals. The main iterability result of [2], Theorem 4.3, 
shows that any countable iteration tree 5 on a countable M which elementarily 
embeds into some V,, M < V,, has a maximal well-founded branch, and this is 
enough to prove a comparison theorem for the canonical inner model for one Woodin 
cardinal. In fact in [4] this result is used to prove a comparison theorem for countable 
tame premice yt$, i.e. structures in the sense of [3] satisfying “d is not Woodin” for 
every (K, I)-extender E on the coherent sequence 2, with IC < 6 c A. Tame premice can 
have many Woodins, but cannot satisfy the sentence: there is a IC which is 6 + l-strong 
and 6 is Woodin. On the other hand, the absence of more powerful iterability results 
has been the main obstacle towards extending the existing theory to core models with 
larger cardinals. The Cofinal Branch Hypothesis (CBH) (for the definition of this or 
other notions see [2] or Section 2 below) is the single most important open question in 
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this area, and a proof of it (if true) would almost certainly yield a comparison lemma for 
mice with, say, superstrong cardinals. Barring CBH, the next best thing we could hope 
to prove is the Strategic Branch Hypothesis (SBH), which is a weakening of CBH. As the 
name suggests SBH asserts the player II has a winning strategy in thefull iteration game 
on V of length v, YPg (V, v), for any v. In this game the two players cooperatively build in 
v rounds an iteration tree on I’, with II on the move at limit rounds choosing a cofinal 
well-founded branch. Just as with CBH, SBH is pretty much open. Theorem 4.3 of [2] 
implies that player II has a winning strategy in the weak iteration game on countable 
M < V,, @‘Y(M). This is a weaker game than 93(M), in the sense that if II wins 
49(M) then he wins %‘Y(M). On the other hand, the weak iteration game seems of 
little or no use in proving a comparison theorem for non-tame premice. 
In this paper we prove two new iterability results which yield a comparison lemma 
for non-tame mice. The extent to which our results civilize these “wild” mice is not 
clear, but it should fall somewhere between the hypotheses: a strong cardinal below 
many Woodin cardinals and a Woodin limit of Woodins. 
Our first result, proved in Section 4, says that player II wins a certain game which 
we call 3(M,oI + l), when M < V, is countable. The game 9 is stronger than WY, 
but much weaker than 99. This is just about the best we are able to show in the line of 
proving directly that player II has a winning strategy for games approximating 99. 
The second result, which takes up the rest of the paper, Sections 5-7, deals with an 
iteration game 99’ which is a much closer approximation to 9%‘. It is played like 93 
except for the fact that I has to play distinct integers on the side. The game is over once 
I runs out of integers, provided none of the players has lost by that time. We are able 
to prove that I does not have a winning strategy in g”(M) for countble M < V,. (So 
perhaps this paper could have been more aptly entitled: How not to lose a short 
iteration game.) Steel and Woodin have shown that if there is a supercompact 
cardinal, then for all countable M, 9’(M) is determined. Neeman has recently im- 
proved this result by weakening its large cardinal assumption to: 3rc3A(ic < 2 and 1 is 
Woodin and K is 1 + l-strong). (These results are unpublished.) So Theorem 5.1 implies, 
granted sufficiently large cardinals, that II wins 9 +(M) for all countable M < V,. 
We think that both proofs present interesting new features. In a way these are more 
important than the statements of the theorems themselves. Both results seem likely to 
admit further generalizations, although at this time we do not know how to do it. One 
drawback to our present approach is the use of 2’“-closed extenders in the proofs. In 
fact in the proof of Theorem 4.6 we must also assume that the iteration trees are 
non-overlapping. This is not too great a restriction if the goal is to construct an inner 
model L[g] with many Woodins assuming the existence of such cardinals in the 
universe, as the extenders witnessing Woodiness in I/ can be taken to be as closed as 
we want. Of course this would be a problem were we not to assume the existence of 
large cardinals in V in building L[z], as done in core model theory. 
This paper is fairly self-contained, but the reader is assumed to be acquainted with 
iteration trees and extenders. Sections 1, 3 and parts of Section 5 of [2] would do. 
No knowledge of fine structure or inner model theory is required. 
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2. Iteration games 
The most general iteration game is thefull iteration game and was defined in Section 5 
of [2]. In the full iteration game of length v on a premouse M, 9’9(M, v), players I and 
II cooperatively construct a plus-2 normal iteration tree (5, M): I plays at successor 
rounds, while II plays at limit rounds. At round x + 1 < v, I plays an extender E, E M, 
and an ordinal pa such that pa > pa, for /I < c(, and such that M, + “E, is pa + 2 
strong.” Let P = ult(MB, E,), where /I is least such that crit(E,) d pa. If P is ill- 
founded then I wins, otherwise let M,, 1 = P and we move to the next round a + 1. At 
limit rounds i < v, II plays a cofinal well-founded branch b of the iteration tree buitt 
insofar, and set Ml = Mb. (At round 0, neither player does anything). The first player 
that cannot make a legal move loses. If neither player has lost by round v, then II wins. 
(The reader should keep in mind that, as we are dealing with normal iteration trees, 
the game described above is slightly more restrictive than the game described in [2]). 
The Strategic Branch Hypothesis (SBH) asserts that I’ is stratagically iterable, i.e. 
player II has a winning strategy for XY(V, v), for all v. It is a weaker form of the 
Cofinal Branch Hypothesis (CBH), asserting that: if Y is an iteration tree on V then if 
F is of limit length it has a cofinal well-founded branch, and if F is of successor 
length, we do not run into problems by taking an ultrapower and extending the tree 
one more step. Note that SBH is preserved by going to elementary substructures: if 
M is a countable premouse elementarily embeddable in some V, via n: M -+ V, and 
Z is a strategy for II in YY(V, v), then a strategy for II in Yg(M, v) is obtained by 
copying via rt and following C. 
The argument above does not apply, though, to CBH. Theorem 4.3 of [2] shows 
that every countable tree on a countable M < I/, has a maximal well-founded branch. 
On the other hand, the analogous statement on I/ is open even for trees of height u. 
Open problem 1. Does every countable iteration tree F on I/ has a maximal well- 
founded branch? In particular: does every iteration tree of height w has a maximal 
(hence necessarily cofinal) well-founded branch? 
That the answer is affirmative for trees F where all extenders are 2Ko-closed in the 
model they appear, is the content of 
Theorem 2.1 (Martin-Steel). Suppose F is a countable iteration tree of limit length on 
some V, and for all a + 1 < lb(F), MaY k “ult(V, E,) is 2Ko-closed.” Then there is 
a maximal well-founded branch b of F. 
This result is an easy corollary of 
Theorem 5.6 of [2]. Suppose F is a countble iteration tree of limit length on a premouse 
N 2KoN c N and for all CL + 1 < [h(F), Mr k “ult (V, E,) is 2’Wosed.” If F has no -
co>nal well-founded branches, then F is continuously ill-founded. 
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Theorem 2.1, whose proof is given at the end of Section 3, will be used in Section 4 
of this paper. A related conjecture is the Unique Branch Hypothesis (UBH) asserting 
that every iteration tree on V of limit length has at most one cofinal well-founded 
branch. Woodin, in unpublished work, has shown 1UBH assuming the existence of 
a non-trivial j:L(T/,+ 1) -+ L(V,+ i), where d = sup, j”(K) and K = crit(j). Thus it is 
quite possible that CBH is consistently false, although at this point we have no reason 
to believe either way. 
The weak iteration game of length v on a premouse M, W%(M, v), is a weakening of 
the full iteration game, with player I playing only at successor ounds and player II at 
every round. At round a < v ((.&, PP) I fi < cc) and (j,, y I B < y < or) are given such 
that 
1. PO = M, each (FP, Pp) is an iteration tree of successor length Bs + 1 < ol, 
jp,p+l = if%, and&p+1 =jp,~+lo.k.~; 
2. (~~+l,Ps+l)(l(~~,PB); that means Pp+r = MC is the last model of F,r, 
P,:+~ 2 sup{pp 1 y + 1 d S,> and the first model Ep+’ can be applied to is 
ps+i= &@+I; 
3. if y < CI is limit, then P, is the direct limit of the PI’s and j,,, are the limit maps, 
for /3 < y. 
So ((FO, Ps) I /? < a) forms an iteration tree (F-, M), with (Y?, Py) stacked on top of 
(yP,p& for B < Y < a. If a is limit, then II is to move and must play a cofinal 
well-founded branch of the tree constructed so far. There is not much choice in this 
case as there is only one cofinal branch of Y: if the direct limit of the PO’s is ill-founded 
then II loses, otherwise that will be P,. If CI is successor, CI = /3 + 1, then I plays 
a putative iteration tree (9&P,), with P, = MC such that, extending F via ,4cN, we still 
have a putative iteration tree on M. [A putative iteration tree is an object obeying all 
the usual rules for ordinary iteration trees except for the fact that the last model can be 
illfounded.] II responds by playing either: 
1. (accept), if 9, is of successor length and its last model is well-founded, that is: 
YE really is an iteration tree on P,; then set & = 9,. Or 
2. (accept, b), ifYn is of limit length and b is a cofinal well-founded branch; then let 
F= be 9, extended via b and Qa = lh(YU). Or 
3. (reject, b), where b is a maximal well-founded branch of Ya; let eb = sup(b), and 
FE be Y, r 8, extended via b. 
It is easy to see that if II wins 99(M,v) for any countable v, then II wins 
W”‘3(M,wI + 1). Let us recall the main result of [2, Section 41. 
Theorem 4.3 of [2]. If N is a countable premouse, q : N -+ V, is elementary and F is 
a countable iteration tree on N. Then 
(a) iflh(F) is limit there exists a maximal branch b and an elementary embedding 
z : M,” -+ V,, such that z 0 ig b = cp, and 
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(b) if lb(F) is a successor ordinal, E is an extender in the last model of 9 that can be 
applied to some earlier model MT, and if there are no branches as in (a) above, then there 
is an embedding z: ult(M,“, E) + V, such that ~oiF% i& = cp. 
This easily implies that II wins WY(M, co1 + l), for M countable and embeddable 
in some V,, via rc : M + V,: it is enough to maintain inductively that at round CI < v we 
have elementary embeddings cry :P, + V,, for y 6 tl, o. = rc, such that, for B < y 6 c(, 
the diagram 
D 
M=P, H 
commutes. If CI is limit then ca is the limit map, and if c( = fi + 1 then 
oa : P, = MO”8 ~ -+ V, is the map r given by Theorem 4.3 of [2] when N = P,, cp = crzg and 
9 =&. 
The weak iteration game described above will not suffice to ensure that the 
comparison process for a non-tame mice terminates. The reason is that the compari- 
son, in order to avoid moving the generators, requires to apply an extender up to the 
earliest possible model. Thus we might be forced (something that never happens when 
dealing with tame mice) to apply E E MC to a model of an earlier tree M?, with 
y d 0, and B < CI. This clearly violates the rules of P’FY. Therefore we would like to 
devise an iteration game with less stringent rules and such that II still wins the game. 
To be more specific: we want to consider situations where 5a + i is not built on top of 
Fm, e.g. F=+ 1 is on P,, 1 = ult(M:, E), with E E MC, the last model of FU, and 
y d 0, and /? < a. [When this happens we write (FE+ 1, P,, 1) I (&P,).] We want 
P a+1 to be well-founded and in fact embeddable in V,, so that we can repeat the 
argument as in the weak iteration game. Theorem 4.3 of [2] does not apply here 
because the tree FD might have maximal branches which embed back into V,,. 
In Section 4, we introduce a new game Y(M, v) in which I is allowed to go back and 
construct (5&+ 1, P,, 1) I (Fa,P,) infinitely often, and we will show that II wins 
9(M, w, + l), for countable M embeddable in some V,, (see Theorem 4.6). This result 
ensures enough iterability to prove a comparison theorem for mice satisfying “there is 
a strong cardinal and many Woodin cardinals above it.” In order to highlight the 
ideas in that proof, we briefly describe the techniques needed to prove a simpler result. 
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Assume, as usual, that M is countable and embeddable in V,, via rc. Suppose that the 
game considered is just like Ily9’ except that player I at any stage CI + 1 may 
play (X+i,Pa+l, E, /3, y), where E is an extender in Mz, b < tl and y < 8,, 
P a + 1 = ult (M:D, E) and 9, + 1 is an iteration tree on P, + 1. But, from this point on, the 
game proceeds as in the weak game. In other words: we can go back, if we want, but 
only once. The trick is to introduce an intermediate model N between M and V,,, so 
that V, is the background universe of N, and N is the background universe of M. As 
long as we play the weak iteration game we just copy the trees on N and then choose 
the branches by playing the weak game on N. If we do go back at some stage CI + 1 
and take P,, 1 = ult(MF, E), we use the copy construction between M and N to 
embed P,, 1 back into N, and hence into V,,. From this point on we simply play the 
weak game on M. 
Formally, let K > q and let (r. : N + V,, where N is of size 2Ko and contains all reals. 
Suppose also rro: M -+ N n V, some q E N, is such that rc = o. 0 7co. 
Let us make it as a rule that the extender played are 2Ko-closed. We now start 
playing the game. Suppose that until round CY + 1 the weak iteration game was played, 
so that (VP + 1 d N)Y~ + 1 11 Fo, i.e. YD+ 1 is an iteration tree on P, + 1 which is the last 
model Moo of the tree Yfl. Suppose also that the concatenation of the YP’s can be 
copied via no on N and let 
be the copy map. Suppose also that we are given embeddings op : Qp -+ V, such that 
0)’ = $Oj;y, where jft , : Qs + Q,, are the embeddings given by the copied trees. 
If I plays (%+ 1, P,, , ), i.e. if he keeps on playing the weak game, then we choose 
8 largest such that Ya + 1 = YE + 1 10 can be copied on V, via ga + 1 0 n, + 1 and has no 
non-cofinal well-bounded branches. Theorem 2.1 guarantees the existence of a cofinal 
well-founded branch. Let Pa+2 and Qa+2 be the models Mc+l and M,“+‘%+l, respec- 
tively. A tree argument enables us to replace the copy map from Qa+2 to (a rank of) 
M?” n=*8.K+1 witha similar embedding belonging to the latter model. So by elementar- 
ity we get (T,+~:Q~+~  V,. 
If, otherwise, I decides to go back and take ult (M, 6 , E) then a tree argument is used 
to replace the copy map from P,+1 to Qa+r = ult(M,n”YB,n,(E)) with a similar map 
that belongs to Qa+i and then we pull it back to N. In order to do this we need to 
know that Qn + 1 is well-founded and that P, + 1 belongs to it. If we assume, as we do, 
that the iteration trees are non-overlapping, then Qa+ 1 is well-founded by Theorem 
1.2 of [6] or Lemma 3.3. For P,+ 1 E Qa+ 1 we seem to need that N contains HC. On 
the other hand, this forces N to be uncountable and so the usual tree argument will 
not apply to it. To overcome this difficulty, we have to resort to the concept of support 
(see 3.12 below) and to 2Ko-closed extenders. 
To summarize: the copy maps rc, are needed in order to be able to embed the 
ultrapower ult(Mp , E) back into the V-like model N, while the maps & are needed 
to ensure that the direct limit models of the tree copied on N are well-founded. The q’s 
would be superfluous, were we able to prove the following instance of CBH. 
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Open problem 2. Consider the following game. (For notational simplicity we state the 
length cc) case only.) I plays iteration trees Y,, and II plays cofinal well-founded 
branches 6, such that: 
1. To is on I/ and Yn+ 1 is on MC, and 
2. each Yn has no maximal non-cofinal well-founded branch and all extenders used 
in Y” are 2K0-closed in the model they appear. 
The first player to violate the rules loses. If neither player has lost by the end of the 
game, then II wins iff the (only) cofinal branch of the resulting tree is well-founded. 
Does 11 win this game? 
Using Theorem 2.1 and the notion of finite support (see Definition 3.12) it can be 
shown that II does not lose at any finite position of the game, and with some extra 
work it can be shown that I does not have a winning strategy. 
Although the game 3(M,ol + 1) of Section 4 ensures enough iterability to prove 
a comparison theorem for inner models with a cardinal strong past many Woodin 
cardinals, there seems to be genuine difficulties in generalizing ‘9 to handle stronger 
hypotheses. As we always deals with countable iteration trees on countable premice 
(hence objects that can be coded as reals), the various iteration games can be studied 
from the point of view of descriptive set theory. In particular, rather than trying to 
prove outright that II has a winning strategy in a given iteration game, one can try to 
show that I does not have a winning strategy and then appeal to determinacy. 
Although real games (i.e. games in which the players play elements of “w) of length 
w1 are not determined, by work of Steel and Woodin variable length games of 
reasonable complexity are determined, assuming large cardinals. The expression 
“variable length” means that the length of the game varies with the play: for example, 
we can stipulate that the game is over when when we reach a position p of length v, 
where v is the least admissible in p larger than w. A stronger game is obtained by 
letting v be the second admissible in p. Another family of long games are the 
continuously coded ones: at stage R, I plays a real x, and a natural number n, such that 
n, # {n, ) p < a} and the game is over when I runs out of integers. Continuously coded 
games are stronger than games ending at the first admissible, but weaker than the ones 
ending at the first ZCz-admissible in the play. 
Neeman, Steel and Woodin proved that, assuming sufficiently large cardinals, all 
continuously coded closed-n f real games are determined (see [S] for a proof of this 
and other basic facts about long games). In Section 5 a new iteration game 3’(M) is 
introduced. It is a continuously coded closed-n: real game. In Sections 6 and 7, it is 
shown (Theorem 5.1) that I does not win 9+(M) for countable M elementarily 
embeddable in some I’,. Hence, modulo large cardinals, II wins 9 +(M). 
The game 9 + (M) should yield enough iterability to give a comparison theorem for 
inner models with many strong cardinals overlapping Woodin cardinals, but it is still 
too weak for hypotheses like a Woodin limit of Woodins. In order to get a compari- 
son theorem for inner models with large cardinals that are powerful, we believe 
that progress must be made in two distinct areas. For one, Theorem 5.1 must be 
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strengthened to non-continuously coded games: unfortunately, our proof seems to use 
continuity in an essential way. The second area that needs to be further developed is 
more descriptive set theoretic in nature, as we need more powerful and sharper esults 
concerning the determinacy of long games. 
3. Preliminaries 
In this section we define pseudo-iteration trees, which are a generalization of 
iteration trees Cl, 23. Besides being of independent interest, pseudo-iteration trees will 
be a key ingredient in the main part of the present paper Sections 5-7, where an 
iterability result about ordinary iteration trees is proved. Several basic facts about 
iteration trees hold also in this more general set-up, so we preferred to give a unified 
treatment o the subject, rather than repeating the arguments twice, first for ordinary 
iteration trees and then for their “pseudo” siblings. Pseudo-iteration trees will make 
no appearance until section 5 so the reader only interested in Section 4 may skip some 
of the material in the present section. The reader should keep in mind, though, that the 
notions of support and chunk, and in particular Lemma 3.16 will be used in Section 4. 
By a coarse premouse, or simply a premouse, we mean a transitive set or class 
M with a distinguished ordinal 6 = 6(M) E M such that M k “6 is a regular cardinal”, 
and such that M is power admissible, satisfies choice, comprehension and the 
collection schema for domains c V, . Whenever a (rc,J)-extender E is applied to 
a premouse M, it will always be assumed that K < 6(M), so that Los’ theorem holds 
for ult(M,E) and the embedding i,” is fully elementary. An ordinal y, 
6(M) < y < M n Ord is a cut-off point of M iff cf”(y) > 6(M) and M n V, is still 
a premouse with 6(M n V,) = 6(M). We say that two transitive sets or classes M and 
N agree through an ordinal p iff M n VP = N n V,. A tree ordering on 0 with II + 1 
roots, ;1 < 8, is a transitive, irreflexive, well-founded relation cT on 6’ such that 
1. VU, b < 0(ol <Tfi * CI < /?) and for all fl < 0 the set {U < 19 1ci <Tfi} is linearly 
ordered by <T. 
2. ‘dot, fl<A(cr#/3*or,fi are CT -incomparable) and V/?(n < /? < 8 G- 
3!c( < A(o! <Tb)). 
The ordinals < 1 are called roots and root&$ is the unique a < J such that c1 <T fi 
or c1 = 8. 
3. VN(~ < a < e) 
u is a successor 0 tl is a <T-successor, 
tL is a limit j (7 ) y <T u} is a cofinal in c(. 
c1 <Tfi stands for c1 <TB v ct = /?, and [a, /?]T = {y 1 c! <TY <,/?}. Similarly, we define 
[tl,&, (@,B)T, etc. If b is a branch, i.e. a maximal <T-linearly ordered subset of 8, 
root,(b) is the least c1 E b. If c( + 1 > A, then <T-pred(a + 1) is the least /? such that 
p<,a+l. 
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Definition 3.1. For n > 0, a plus-n pseudo-iteration tree of length (0, A), with 1 < 8, is 
pair (Y,@) where 
1. 93 = (B, 1 c( < ,I) is a sequence of premice, called base models, together with 
a sequence of increasing ordinals pa, for c( < 2 such that B, and I?, agree through 
pal + n, that is B, n VP,+, = B, n V,,+,, for IX < p Q 2; 
2. r is a tree ordering <r on 0 with 1 + 1 roots, together with a sequence 
((LPJlJ~ < a + 1 -co> 
of extenders and ordinals obeying the usual restrictions for iteration trees, that is: 
there are premice MiY*a) . W.8) and elementary embeddings z@,~ 
h(Mjr*~g)) = ~~~“‘(c?(M~~*“))), for CI <rfl, and such that 
: A4LJ-@) + M~r7”‘, 
(a) the sequence (pa 1 CI + 1 < 0) is increasing and; 
(b) MiJYBB) = B,, for CY. < I; 
(c) if 1 < CI + 1 < 8, then MzYVBB’ b “E, is an extender pa + n strong”, E, E I/aCM.), 
and letting B = cT-pred(cr + l), then fi is least such that ps + n > crit(E,), 
$7;:; is the canonical ultrapower embedding ifSo, and iLT;,“i 0 i$2a) = i$:fj, for 
y <r/I <rc( + 1; 
(d) if I < LX < Q is limit, then MiYgB) is the direct limit of MjY3”’ for /? <T c! and the 
$3 .a ‘(fl*d) are the direct limit maps. 
Remarks. 1. Implicit in 2(c) of the above definition is that Mkr*“’ and Ac$~‘~) agree 
through pb + n when LY < /I < 8. This is proved by induction on 8. When there is no 
danger of confusion the superscript will be dropped from the M’s as well as from the 
embeddings i,, p : M, -+ M,. 
2. Iteration trees are pseudo-iteration trees (Y-, W) of length (0,O) that is W = (B,) 
is a single premouse. In this case it is customary to denote its length by 8, rather than 
(0,O). On the other hand, any iteration tree Y of length 0 on a model M can be 
construed as a pseudo-iteration tree of length (0, A), any 1 -C 8. (Just forget about the 
tree structure below 1 and take B, = Mr.) 
3. A pseudo-iteration tree is a plus-n tree, for some n > 0. Note that plus-n implies 
plus-m. for n > m 3 0. In this paper we will be mainly concerned with plus-l and 
plus-2 trees. 
4. The above definition, when restricted to ordinary iteration trees, is less general 
than the one in [2] as it covers only normal iteration trees. The reason we choose to 
eschew non-normal pseudo-iteration trees was to avoid akward notation. On the 
other hand, the comparison process for models of the form L [z] entails normal trees 
only, so our present definition is not too restrictive. 
In order to prove a few basic results about pseudo-iteration trees we must restrict 
our definition a bit. 
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Definition 3.2. Let (y-,99) be a plus-n pseudo-iteration tree of length (O,n). 
(a) (y-,93) is non-overlapping if Ih(E,) < crit(E@), whenever CI + 1 <TP + 1 and 
/?+1<e. 
(b) (F,_c%) is internal if 0 E &, y E Bn, (B, 1 CI < A) E BA and Bn l= “I&l = ) V,#+,,l 
and B, is 2Ko-closed.” 
(c) If all the extenders E, are 2Qclosed in the model they appear, i.e., 
M, k “ult (V, E,) is 2Ko-closed”, then (y-, 98) is said to be 2”Qlosed. 
If (y-, 98) is internal of length (0, A), then all M,‘s are definable classes in B1. In fact, if 
rootT(v) = CI < A, then M, E BA, although M, might not be a subset of B,. This 
generalizes the well-known fact that if r is an iteration tree on M and r E M, then 
M, 5 M. The fact that the B,‘s are 2Ko-closed inside BA will be used in some of the next 
few results: it guarantees, among other things, that the B,‘s agree on which sets are in 
HC (or more generally in H~2~oj+). Notice also that if (y-,93) is internal plus-n, n 2 1, 
then ( (B,, pa) 1 a < j?) E B,, for any fi < 1, as such a sequence can be coded as a subset 
of v&+(n- 1) n Bn and BA and B, agree up to ps + n. 
In the next two lemmata we derive some easy consequences of y being non- 
overlapping or 2Qclosed. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose we are given an internal, non-overlapping pseudo-iteration tree 
(F, $53) of length (0 + 1, A). Assume also that E E MB is an extender that can be applied to 
some earlier model M, in a non-overlapping way. Then ult(M,, E) is well-founded. 
Proof. The proof is an obvious modification of Theorem 1.2 of [6]. Let c( = root(v), let 
M,,, = ult(M,,E) and let iol,B+l = if”oi,,,. As the pseudo-iteration tree is non- 
overlapping, every element in ult(M,,E) is of the form ia,e+I(f)(a), for some 
a E [PI’“, where p = lb(E). [This follows from a straightforward induction on v.] 
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that MO+ 1 is ill-founded. As M,, 1 = ult(M,, E) 
agrees with ult(M,,E) through &(Ic) + 1, then Vi:;‘+1 E WFP(MB+,). By absolute- 
ness BL I= “MB+ 1 is ill-founded”, hence there is a sequence of functions 
(fn 1 n E co) E B1, with each fn E B,, and a, E [/?I’” such that (&+ ,( fn)(an) I n E o) 
forms an infinite descending chain in Me+ 1. As B, is w-closed inside Bn, 
(f,InEm)EB,,hencethereisaset Y~M~+~suchthat 
Me+l+ Y = {ia,8+l(f,)(b)lnE0,bECB1CW}. 
[Notice that o and /3 belong to the well-founded part of M,+ 1, so the above formula 
makes sense.] Working inside MO+ 1, observe that I Y I < p so 2, its transitive collapse 
(computed inside MB + 1), belongs to I/y(x:BKj; 1. But the extension of Y is really ill- 
founded (in V), and so must be Z. Thus @;I+ 1 cannot be well-founded: a contradic- 
tion. 0 
Lemma 3.4. If (.F-,S?) is 2H0-closed, internal and of length (8, A), then every M, is 
2Ko-closed in B1, for a < min(&1 + CO). 
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Remark. In general, M, fails to be even u-closed for M. 3 1 + o, so the lemma cannot 
be improved. 
Proof. By induction on CI. We may assume CI = jI + 1 > i as when CI 6 1 the result 
follows at once. Let M, = ult (M,, E), where E = E, is a (rc, v)-extender, and y = <T - 
pred(a). Given ((I+ f,) I < < 2’O) E Bi, with [c(,,f&!y E M,, we want to show that 
(~~~(fg)(~g) I < < 2”) = <b~>&l~ I5 < 2”‘) E Mm. 
[Here, and in the rest of this proof, 2”” means (2Ko)BA.] 
First notice that (CQ 1 ij < 2Ho) E M,: by the inductive hypothesis applied to /I and 
2Ko-closure of E, (crc I( < 2’O) belongs to ult(M@,E), which agrees with 
ult(M,,E) = M, through i&c) + 1. Hence (~15 < 2’O) E M,. 
As each jj E M, and M, is 2Ko- closed inside BA, then (f< I r < 2’O) E M,, hence 
F E M, where we set 
F((b,l t < 2Ko))(rl) =fn&,) 
for all sequences (b, I t: < 2”‘) E M, with b, E [v]l”~l. Thus 
$‘V’)((~~ I5 < 2K”)) = (#y(fc)(ag) I5 < 2”‘) E Ma 
and this is what we had to prove. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Suppose (5,93) is internal, 2’O -closed and of length (A + n + 1, A). Sup- 
pose also E E M,,, is an extender that can be applied to some M,, a < 1+ n. Then 
ult(M,, E) is well-founded. 
Proof. Deny. Let [a,,f,]F= be an infinite E-descending chain in ult(M,,E). By 
absoluteness we may assume ((a,,&,) ( m E o) E BA. Without loss of generality we 
mayassumea,ca,+i.LetX,+, ={~~[~]~“~+~‘~f~+~(~)~f~(~)}~E,~+,,wheref~is 
the extension of& to the measure space P( [K]~“-+~~). As (X,, , I m E W) belongs to 
Bn, it belongs to MA+,, by 2Qclosure (in fact: o-closure), hence there is an order 
preserving g E MA +,, with dam(g) = u m a, such that g”a,+ i E X,+ 1, for all m. This 
impliesf, + 1 (g”a,,,+ 1) Efm(g” a,,, ), i.e. M, is ill-founded: a contradiction. 0 
If Y is a pseudo-iteration tree on 93 = (B, ) a < A) and $9 = (C, 1 a < A) are 
premice such that B, c C, and 6(B,) = 6(C,), then Y need not to be a pseudo- 
iteration tree on V: it is quite possible that for some 1 < y < Ih(g), the yth model 
M(yv’) is ill-founded, while the corresponding model on the g-side is well-founded, as 
required by our definition. Similarly, if C, c B, and 6(C,) = 6(B,), then again (Y-, %?) 
can fail to be a pseudo-iteration tree, as at some stage y > 1, E,” might not belong to 
M(ys’6f. In order to find sufficient conditions on @? for (Y,%) to be a pseudo-iteration 
tre: we introduce the notion of embedding. 
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Definition 3.6. Suppose (Y-, $8) and (9,%?) are plus-n pseudo-iteration trees of length 
(0, A), (0, v), respectively, and 1 d v. A family of maps L7 = (rc, I CI < 0) is an embedding 
of plus-n pseudo-iteration trees, IZ: (.T,B) + (9, %?), if there are ordinals 
qa < MF n Ord such that 
1. each rc,: MT + Mzn VqN is an elementary embedding, TT~(~(M~)) = 6(Mr), 
z&T) = ,oy and n,(E,r) = Ez: 
2. forcr,j?>v,cr<TP o cc+j?and,forcc<v</I, 
CI +fl 0 (CI cTfi and 13cc’(cr < a’ < v A ~1’ +/I)); 
3. if c( cs /I then qb # Ord n Mr o yls # Ord n MC o ia& = Q and the 
following diagram commutes: 
4. TC, rVPs+n=~a rVP/ps+n and MFnI/,,+, = Mini/,,+,, for cl <B<e. * I U I 
If for each CI < 0, v], = MTnOrd, then II is an elementary embedding. 
If for each u < 8, ye, E Mz, then L’ is a bounded embedding. Any sequence 
(q: 1 c1 < 0) with q: > qol, is called a bound for Li’. 
Remarks. 1. There might be quite a bit of freedom in choosing the ordinals y~~‘s, hence 
an embedding can be both bounded and elementary: this happens when ylb E Mr and 
Vt?< M:. 
2. If II : (F, LB) + (9, 9~‘) is an embedding and (Y, %?) is non-overlapping, 2No-closed 
then (9, g) is non-overlapping, 2’“-closed. 
3. When F = Y = 8 we simply write ZI : L&Y + ‘3 rather than Zl : (0, $3) + (0, U). 
A particular kind of embedding is obtained via the copy construction (see [2]). 
Given a plus-n pseudo-iteration tree (Y,&?) of length (0, A), and a family of premice 
%9 = (C, 1 c1 Q A) and embeddings ll = (n, 1 c( d A), IT@: B, + C,n V,,= such that 
% t V,,,” = 7% r I/p/in, for CI < fl< 1, we define the copied tree II Y = Y by 
boot-strapping the definition of the rr,‘s for CI > il: For any 1~ v < 0 we want 
(rc, I CI G v) to be an embedding of (.Y 1 v, 39) into (n Y 1 v, W) such that for r~ < 5 < v, 
rr,, r Mi”*“)n VPqr+,, = n5 1 MjFva)n V,,r+,,. Thus if v = 5 + 1 and y = <,-pred(v) 
we let MfF = ult(M,““, rct;(Ed)), if it is well-founded and let rc,: Mvr + Mf” be 
defined by 
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where M = Mr, E = EC, N = MnY and F = QE,“) = E, nY. If v is the limit, let 
Mnr = lim < MynY, if such a direit limit is well-founded, and 71, is the limit map. If 
at iome stage rv”< 8 we hit an ill-founded model MfF, then we stop the construction 
and declare the length of 175 to be (v, 1). 
If Ih(nF) = #r(F)), then we say that F can be copied on ‘47 via ll, or, equivalently, 
that Zl copies (F,49) to (nF,‘+?). Also, by a slight abuse of notation, the system of 
maps (n, 1 ct < 19) is still denoted by ZZ. Observe also that if ZI : (F, B) + (9, %Y) is 
obtained from copying via II, and II is a bounded embedding, then it is enough to 
specify the bounds on ?Z, i.e. it is enough to give (qa ( c( < l/1($5’)). 
We should also notice that in order to run the copy construction the Q’S need not 
be fully elementary. If, for example, B, c C,, a(&) = 6(C,) = 6, and B, and C, agree 
through 6,, then we can still try to copy F on $$’ via the inclusion maps n, : B, 4 C,: in 
this case, the copy maps rc, : Mtr*” -+ M$“*gu’ are Z,-elementary and commute with 
the tree embeddings. (Of course Ih(nF) < k(F) is possible.) 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose (Y,9?) is a pseudo-iteration tree of length (0, A) and let 
6, = o(MiF3”‘). Suppose also % = (C, 1 CI d A) are premice with d(C,) = 6, and such 
that C, n V,* = B, n V,*. For c( < I let IT = (q 1 CI < A) be a system of maps n, : C, -+ B, 
such that either 
(a) II: % + W is an embedding and 71, 1 V6= G id; or 
(b) C, E B, and n,: C, 4 B, is the inclusion map. 
Then 5 can be construed as a pseudo-iteration tree on V and IT copies (Y, U) to (Y, 39). 
Moreover: 
l (n, 1 v < 0) : (F, %?) -+ (f, 93) is an embedding, if(a) holds; 
l each n, : M!?,” --+ M$r*d’ is a Co-embedding, if(b) holds. 
In either case 
Proof. Let n 2 0 be such that (F,,) is a plus-n pseudo-tree. We verify by induction 
on v that M$g3’g) is well-founded, that it agrees with M$Y*a) through 6, and that the 
copy map x, is the identity on V,“. 
Suppose i < v + 1 < 6 and let 5 = <,-pred(v + 1). By the agreement between 
M!,Yxw’ and Mzr3”), E = Er E M!“,“‘. Also MiF*Wp) and M,?*“) agree (at least) through 
pc + n > crit(E), hence E can be applied to Mk”*“‘. Let rc,+ 1 : M!T3;8’ + M$T*i”n V,,+, 
be given by 
rt,+ i is well-defined and (Co)-elementary, as rc, is the identity on V,_ and E E V,“. 
Hence M!T*T’ is well-founded. As M{Y*W) and Ml”**’ agree through 6, and 6, is 
regular in both models, thenfE MiF*“) ifffE Mf”.“‘, for any function f: [K]" + I/de, 
with K < 6,. Hence Mi?*F) and Mi?$@’ agree through il:+“i (6,) = i::Ti (6,) = 6,+ 1. 
Similarly, rc, + 1 / V,“+, is shown to be the identity. 
The case when il < v < f3 is limit is left to the reader. 0 
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The proof of the following result is straightforward, and it is left to the reader. 
[Recall that a system of maps defined on base models and sufficiently agreeing with 
one another can be used to copy an iteration tree.] 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose 3, ?kJ and % are sequences of premice of length 1 + 1. Suppose also - - 
that li copies (F-,&9) to (F, 29). Let !P : 5%’ -+ 93 and I7 : 43 + 59 be embeddings such that 
% = *a o %, for a < 1. Then Ii’ copies (y”,g) to (ITT,%) and Y copies (IZ~,U) to 
(F-,6?) and the diagram 
commutes. 
Moreover, if S(C,) = 6(B,) = 6, and $. 1 Vaz E id for all c1 < 1, then IT9 = F-. 
The next result shows that we can truncate a B, at a rank without affecting the 
ill-foundedness of a given branch. 
Lemma 3.9. Let (F,B) be an internal plus-n pseudo-iteration tree of length (@,,I), 
8 countable in BA, and let 6, = s(B,), for a < 1. 
(a) Suppose b is an ill-founded branch with root a and suppose B, != 1 Vaa) + = 6 *. Then 
b is ill-founded below 6*, that is: the least ordinal of B, sent by ia,b into the ill-founded 
part of Mb is < 6*. 
(b) Suppose 8 = v + 1, CI = root(p), #I < v and suppose B, I= 1 V,J + = 6*. Suppose 
also that M, t= “E is an extender with critical point < pp + n” and that ult(MB, E) is 
ill-founded. Then the least ordinal sent by ipa i,,, into the ill-founded part of the 
ultrapower is < P. 
Proof. (a) Working inside Bn choose a cofinal sequence Pn E b, with fi,, = E, and 
ordinals r, such that ibn,lln+, (5.) > r, + 1, witnessing the ill-foundedness of MiFva). 
Pick [ > dn large enough so that the relevant stuff is in V,. We must consider whether 
or not CI = 2. 
Suppose a = A. Let CA be the transitive collapse of the Skolem hull, computed inside 
B A2 
and let 711 be the inverse of the transitive collapse, let C, = B, and let nS = id 1 C,, for 
fi < A. Lemma 3.7 implies that (.F, U) is a pseudo-iteration tree that (7ra )j d A) copies 
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it to (Y-, %?), Moreover, I’@?*~) is ill-founded via the ordinals z, ‘(5” ) = 5_.. As &, E CA, 
then &, < 1 VaAl’ 6 6*. 
As the Skolem hull above was computed inside BA, then CA c Bn. Let ‘ps : C, 4 B, 
be the inclusion maps. By Lemma 3.7 ( (P@I/? 6 1) copies (5, U) to (5, B), and by 
commutativity of the copy maps and the iteration embeddings 
K;~+,(cpi&)) ’ %?,+&+I) 
and CP~,(~~) = cpl(&) = CO. Th us the least ordinal mapped by i\T;*) into the ill- 
founded part is Q rO < 6*. This completes the proof in the case when c( = ,I. 
Suppose now c1 < ,I. We cannot simply repeat word-by-word the argument above, 
as the sequence (c,[ n E co) cannot be taken to be in B,. The plan is to get a countable 
copy (F, @) of the tree belonging to B, and then internalise the construction in B,. Let 
I?, be the collapse of the countable Skolem hull, computed inside B,, 
8,rHull”~(O+ lu{~,((5,,B,)InEw),(BgIB<~>}) 
and let %A be the inverse of the collapsing function, el(F) = F. Set also I$ = 5; 1 (BP) 
- - 
and Q = rY1 1 B, : ED -+ B, for all /? < 1. By elementarity of it*, (F, 9) is a pseudo- 
iteration tree and b is ill-founded via the ordinals r. = 71; 1 (5.). Also II copies (F, B) 
to (P-,99). 
As the Skolem hull was taken inside B1, then 71n E B,, hence i?, E B,. Also 
ran(5,) G B, and X, (hence ran(&)) is countable in Bn. By the closure of B, inside BA, 
ran(&) E B,. Therefore I?, = the transitive collapse of ran&) belongs to &. Thus 
71, E B,. As ((pm, r,J I n < w) and (g,,) belong to HCBA, they belong to B,. 
Let y E B, be large enough so that 71,, (.F,a) E B,n V, and let C, be the transitive 
collapse of the following Skolem hull, computed inside B, 
C, E Hull”~(l/,,u{75,}) 
and let h be the collapsing map. Let C, = B,, and let 7~ = Es, for /? # CI and 
n, = h(7t,) = h 0 75,, as dom(E,) = B, is hereditarily countable in B,. Let also t,Ga = h- ’ 
and let $a be the identity on B,, for p # c(. Let %? = (C, I /I < A), Il = (7~ 1 /I < 1) and 
Y = ($P I/? < A). As Ii copies (9,&Q to (F, 99) and n = Y 0 II, Lemma 3.8 implies 
that II copies (9, &?) to (9, V) and that MiFTV) is ill-founded via (~8, (&) I n -c w). The 
next diagram may be of help in following the argument below. 
We now argue as in the case when tx = 2. Letting @ = (cps I /? G A), cps : C, CF B, be the 
inclusion maps, then by Lemma 3.7, Q, copies (F, U) to (F, g) and 
i~~:~~+,((PBn(71Sn(r,))) > cP~,+,(r~~+,(&+r)). 
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Thus the least element mapped by ibTb9’ into the ill-founded part is 
d ~s,(nS,(~O)) = 7c,(r0) E C,. As the size of C, computed inside B, is < 6* we are 
done. 
This concludes the proof of part (a). 
(b). The proof of this case is very similar to the one for (a), so we only indicate the 
main changes, leaving the details to the reader. Let [a,,, fn]F” witness the ill-founded- 
ness of the last ultrapower. By absoluteness thef,, a, can be taken to be inside Bi. By 
replacing /?,,, 5, with a,, fn, the proof adapts verbatim. 0 
The careful reader might question a few steps in the proof above: the collapses of 
those hulls are not, in general, premice, so we should not be allowed to build 
pseudo-iteration trees on them. One way to fix this problem would be to start with 
base premice B,‘s with arbitrarily large cut-off points. The other way, which we 
implicitly followed, is to relax a bit our official definition of pseudo-iteration tree, so 
that (F,%?) makes sense even if the C,‘s do not satisfy replacement for domains of 
bounded rank. The only difference is that the tree embeddings i=,s are only Co- 
elementary which is enough, anyway, to show that the branch b is ill-founded via the 
(images of the) r”‘s. 
Corollary 3.10. Suppose (F,B) is internal of length (8, A), 8 countable in BA. Suppose 
also that, for all CI d A, the ya’s are cut-offpoints of the Bo,s and let C, = B, n V, . Then 
(F, %) is a pseudo-iteration tree and for any v < 8 with root o! 
Moreover, if b is a branch 
Mjr3”’ is well-founded o M(F3” is well-founded, 
and if 8 = z + 1, E is an extender in M!F.S’ with critical point < pa, then 
ult(MtFi,a), E) is well-founded o ult(MAF:“.‘), E) is well-founded. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.5 and the fact that for any 
premouse M and any cut-off point, y, M k 1 I/acM,I < y. 0 
So far we only really used that the B,‘s are w-closed inside BA, rather than 
2”‘-closed. The reason for requiring the stronger closure property in the definition of 
“internal” will be clear from the proof of Lemma 3.16. In order to get to it we must first 
introduce the notion of support for pseudo-iteration trees. This is the generalization to 
our present set up of the notion introduced by Steel in [4] and, independently, by 
Mitchell (unpublished). 
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Definition 3.11. Let -+ be a tree ordering on 8 with 1 + 1 roots. A set X E 8 is 
cT -compatible iff 
1. Xn(1+ 1) # 8. 
2. If cI + lox and CI + 1 > 1, then REX and KT-pred(cr + l)~x. 
3. Suppose c1 E X is limit, M: > 1. Then root&) E X. If there is a largest y E X such 
that y -+ c(, then let /? + 1 be least such that y cT /3 + 1 <T CI. Then PGX and 
Xnccc/?+l. 
It is easy to see that if X is non-empty and X G ,4 or XE 0, then X is <r- 
compatible. Clause (2) implies that if /? + n E X and /I > 1, then /I + i E X, for all i < n. 
Clause (3) implies that, letting Y = (X n(p + 1))~ {#I + l} and Z = Xn(a + l), 
(Y, <,nYxY)g(Z, <,nZxZ). 
Definition 3.12. Let (F,,) be of length (&A). A set X G 0 is a support for F iff X is 
<T-compatible and there are substructures (MAF9”‘)x c MiFVa9’, for o! E X, such that 
1. if creXn(,I + 1) then (M,), = M, = B,; 
2. if a + lox and c1 + 1 > ,J and fl= cT-pred(cr + l), then E,, P,E(M& and 
crit(E,) E (M,), and 
(M,.,), = (I[a,fl~lf~(Mfr)x~a~(Ma)x); 
3. suppose UEX is limit and c1 > J. and let A = {vcXlv <,c(}: 
(a) If A is unbounded in a, then 
(MAX = u i:‘,.(Mv)x; 
VEA 
(b) if, otherwise, A is bounded in CI, then there is a largest element y E A, and the least 
fl+ 1 such that y -+- /3 + 1 <r a satisfies also Xncr c jl+ 1. Then 
(M,h = i;;+l,,([a,fl~lf~(Mr)xAaE(MB>x>. 
There is no suggestion that the (M&‘s should be transitive: in fact, in general, they 
are not. Note that if R < v < t9 and X is a support for F r v, then X is a support for F. 
The next lemma lists a few basic results about supports. 
Lemma 3.13. Let (y, S?) be a pseudo-iteration tree of length (&A). 
1. If X is a support and a’, c1 E X, CL’ <r CI, then (M,), is an elementary substructure of 
M, and i,,,, r(M,8)x: (M,,), + (M,), is an elementary embedding. 
2. If CI E X G Y and X, Y are supports then (M,& =$ (Mor)Y. 
3. For any set Y E 8, any ordinal u < 8 and any element y E M,, there is a smallest 
support X z Y u {u] such that ye (M,),. Moreover if Y is finite, X is finite too. 
4. [f X \(A + 1) is non-empty, and X a support, then REX. 
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5. Let X be a support and let K = min {crit (ET) I A < CI + 1 < O}. Then (M& is 
transitive up to K, i.e. M,n V, G (M,),. 
6. For X a support and a, /? EX, CI < /II, (F,B) a plus-n tree, (M&n Vp,+n = 
(M&n Vp,+n, 
Proof. (1). By induction on cc EX. The only non-trivial case is when c1 is a successor 
> A. Let CI = /I + 1 and let y = cT -pred(fi + 1). (M,), < M, follows at once from the 
following Claim, when M = M,, P = (M,),, N = M,, E = ED, S = lh(E@)f~(M~)~ 
and Q = Of,+ 1h. 
Claim 3.14. Suppose M and N are premice agreeing up to K + 1, E E N is a (K, A)- 
extender such that ult(M, E) is well-founded. Suppose also P < M is an elementary 
substructure, ICE P, and S E 1 is a set such that ICES. Then 
Q = {[a,f]FIfEPAaE[S]<“} $ult(M,E). 
Proof. It is enough to show that if 
ult(M,E)~3vo~,CCal,fil~, . . . ~Ca,JJ~1, 
with aI, . . . ,a,E[S]<O andf, , . . . ,~,EP, then there is an aOE [S]‘” and anfOEP 
such that 
For notational simplicity, let us assume that n = 1. Let Y = {UE [rc]‘“” IMk 
3v,y,[[a,,fi]]}~E,,. Then YEM and, as P< M, YEP. Letf,EP be such that 
Pk Vue Y q[fO(u),fi(u)] A dom(&) = [JC]~‘*‘. 
Let ao=aI. Then for every UE Y, M k q[fo(u),fi(u)], so by Los, ult(M, E) k 
~CCao,fol, CaI,fill. Thus, by inductive hypothesis, Q b dCao,.hl, Caldill, which 
is what we had to prove. 0 
The elementarity of i,,, + 1 /(M,)x follows easily from what we just proved and 
,, I r,B+ 1 (M,)x E (MD+ 1)x. The details are left to the reader. 
(2): As 0 is, trivially, a support, it is enough to prove that (M,)x G (M&. This is 
proved by induction on CI. The only non-trivial case is when a is limit and 
{v EX 1 v =cTa} has a largest element y, and y is not the largest element of 
{v~Ylv<,cr}.Letp+lbeleastsuchthaty<~p+l <TxThenXngcfi+l. 
Let v E Y be least such that y <r v <r CI. Then (M,& = ii+ l,a N where 
N = {Ca,fl~If~(My)XAaE(Mg)x). 
If v is a successor, then v = /3 + 1, hence (MY)Y = { [a,f]$IfE(MI)YAaE(Mp)y}. 
By inductive hypothesis (MY)Y 2 N, therefore (M& = i$+ l,,N E ip”+ I,,(M,), c 
(Ma), . 
If v is limit then (M,)r = i,“+,+, P, where P= (Ea,fl~lf~(MI)~~a~(Mg)~). 
By inductive hypothesis N c P, hence (M& = ii,r,,N c i,,,oi~+l,.P = 
c,,(M,)Y c (Mz)Y. 
(3): By induction on 0. Suppose 0 > I is the limit. For every v with CI < v < 8, 
let X, be the smallest support for y r v containing (Y n v) u {tx} such that y E (M&” 
and let X = U “XV. Using (2) and the definition of support the result follows 
easily. 
Suppose 0 > ,? is of the form 0 = { + 2. If Y u {a> E t the result follows immedi- 
ately from the inductive hypothesis, so we may assume that, say c1= 5 + 1. (The case 
when 01 < 5 and 5 + 1 E Y is similar.) Let y be the <T pred(5 + l), letfEM, and let 
a EM, be such that y = [a, f 12 EM, = M,. Applying the inductive hypothesis to the 
set Y’ = (Yn(c + 1))~ (g), to the ordinal 5 and the elements E,, pr,a~Mt, we get 
X’ =, Y a support for 7 15 + 1 such that (Er,pc,aj c (Ng)xs. Applying again the 
inductive hypothesis to the set X’u {y}, to the ordinal y and to the elementSEM,, we 
obtain a support X” for y 15 + 1 containing X’u (y} and such that f~(iV,),,, . Let 
X = X”u {r + 11. It is easy to check that X is a support for 5 and that y E(M&. 
Finally, suppose 8 = 4 + 1 with { limit. Suppose also tl = 5. (The case when 01 < [ is 
easier and it is left to the reader.) Let y <Tr be least such that y = i,,&), for some 
ZE M,. By inductive hypothesis there is a smallest support X’ for y f i; such that 
X’ 3 (Yn<)u(;i) and ZEN,. By the minimality of X’, (VEX’ / v cT 5) has 
a largest element q. Let fi + 1 be least such that ?j <r j? + 1 <r < and let X” be the least 
support for 9 f< containing X’u(j?) and such that E~~~~~)~,,. Then X = X”u([> 
is the required support. 
(4): Let c( be the least element in X\(n f 1). 
Case 1: Suppose CI is a successor. Then CI - 1 > 1 must belong to X. Therefore the 
minimality of cx implies that c( - 1 = VEX. 
Case 2: Suppose CI is limit. Let v = rootr(a) By the minimality of a and by 
clause 3(b) of Definition 3.12, (M& is of the form ii+l,a(MB)Y, and 
Y = (Xn(j? + 1))~ (p + l}. As p + 1 is the least element of Y \ (1 + 1), by Case 1 
applied to Y we have that J_ f Y, hence A E X. 
(5): The proof, a straightforward induction on CI, is left to the reader. 
(6): By induction on 8. (The proof is an easy modi~cation of the one showing 
agreement between models of an ordinary iteration tree.) Suppose /3 = v + 1 and let 
y = <r -pred(fi). As (MY)X ad (M,)Y agree through min {p,,p,f + n, and hence 
through K + 1 = crit(E,), then 
(Mfl)x = {Ca,fl~Ylf~(MY)XAaE(M,)x) 
and 
u = (Ca,fl~~lf~(MY)XAaE(M,)xZ 
agree through is,(x), hence through pV + n. Notice that U E (MY)X. Letting 
0 = {[~,~l~l~~~“Aa~~“~, 
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then M, + “0 = ult(V, E,>“, hence as (M,)x =$ M,, U = ~n(MY)x must satisfy the 
same property inside (MY)X, that is (M,), l=“U = ult (V, E,)“. As (MY)X +“E, is pV + n 
strong,” then (M,), and U agree through py + n. As (M,), and (MJX agree through 
P= + a, then (M&n VP,+,, = (M&n vPm+,. 
Suppose now p is limit. As M, is the well-founded irect limit of the My)s, for y <T /3, 
for every large enough y cTB the critical point of i,, is larger than pb + n. If y’s as 
above can be found in X, the result follows immediately. Suppose instead that the set 
of all y EX such that y -=zrp is bounded in /?. Then, by clause 3(b) of Definition 3.12, 
there is a largest such element ‘J a, and the least q + 1 such that y. +.q + 1 -+fi is 
larger than every element in Xnj3. In particular a < q. Then (Mptx = ii+ l,aN with 
N = {[a> .#-I2 If@M& A a E (M,,), >. By an argument like the one in the case when 
p is a successor, N agrees with (M& through pa + n. By normality of (F, 98) (cf. clause 
2(aHc) of Definition 3.1) the critical point of the extenders used along [q, & must be 
> pa + n, hence (M&n vp.+n = (M&n V,#+.,. •! 
Given a pseudo-iteration tree (F,,) of length (&a) and a support X, a new 
pseudo-iteration tree (%$9)x = (F&99’x) is defined as follows. Let h: Ox + X be the 
enumerating function and let Ax = o.t.(XnA). 
1. Bx = @,(,, I a G &lx 
2. the tree ordering cT, on t& is isomorphic to <T fX via h; 
3. let 
be the transitive collapse and set p,” = j,: ( phcplj) and E? = j,:i (EC). 
It is immediate to verify that (F,9Qx is a pseudo-iteration tree and that, for 
CI < p < &, if a <r,fl, then h(a) <T h(P) and 
MT,“‘” & M&T’ 
.,r.*i, ‘i.s 1 T %%te, 
M(r,.@Df” __, M’r. 8) CI j,.x h (4 
commutes. We call Jx,@ = ( ja,x / a ,< 0,) an immersion of (5, 9Qx in (F,&$). Note 
that Jx,@ is not an embedding in the sense of Definition 3.6, unless X = 8, in which case 
it is the identity. 
If (.F, g) is plus-n (2K0-closed), so is (F, &9), . If X is finite (or more generally: if 
X E B,) and (F, g) is internal, so is (y, B)x. 
If X c Y are supports for (F, ?J) and rr is the collapse of Y and W = d’X, then, by 
a tedious but straightforward verification, it can be shown that 
W is a support for (F, 9Qy and ((F, Z8)y)w. = (F, ~8)~. 
There is also an immersion Jx,y: (F, 98)X -+ (F, a),, such that Jx,@ = Jr,@0 Jx,y_ 
Hence for supports X c Y 5 2, Jxsz = Jyvz 0 Jx,r. Summari~ng: any pseudo- 
iteration tree (5, g) of length (@,a) is the direct limit of the system ((F, @),, 
Jx, y j X c Y c: 0), with Jx,e the Iimit maps. 
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Suppose Lr : (F, 33) --t (9, %?) is an embedding of pseudo-iteration trees of length 
(0, A), (0, v), respectively, and suppose X is a support for (9, LB’). Then X need not be 
a support for (9, 95’): in fact, X\(v i- 1) could be non-empty and yet v #X. Thus we set 
HX to be the support for (9, U) generated by X, and for CI E X we have 
On the other hand, if il = v then UX = X. In particular, if n : (zT, M) -+ (9, N) is an 
embedding of ordinary iteration trees then a support for F is also a support for Y. 
Lemma 3.15. Suppose ($,99) of length (0, A), 6 < q, is internal and 2%losed. Let 
(S, / n -c to) be an increasing sequence o~~nite su~poyts such that IJ, S, = 8. ~hen,~~ 
any a < 8, there is no = no(a) such that 01 E S,,, and 
and each (Mdl)sn is 2%losed inside BA. 
Proof. As any element of M, belongs to (M&, for some finite support X containing a, 
and as X c S,, for n sufficiently large, M, is the increasing union of the (MJSn. As for 
2’“-closure, note that (M&, is isomorphic (via the transitive collapse) to a model of 
(F, a),, . As (5, ~8)~~ is internal, 2’*-closed and Bz. is the last model of Ban, the result 
follows easily from 3.4. El 
The submodels (MJs,, will be sometimes called chunks of M,. The next result will be 
a key ingredient in the main proofs of this paper. 
Lemma 3.16. Suppose II : ($7, $3) -+ (9,W) is a bounded embedding with bounds 
(na 1 c1 < 0) and that (F, A?) and (Y, Ccx) are internal, 2 %zlosed of length (0, A) and (8, v), 
respectively, and 0 is countable in C,. Suppose also that (F, @) E C,, Ii’ E C, and 
C, i== Qdcc d A( 1 B,i < 2”‘). Let (S, 1 n < w) E C, be an increasing sequence of jkite 
supports for (F, $31, such that IJ, S, = 0. Fix a < 8 and n such that CI E S,. Then 
1. 71, t(Mgfs, E Mr and 
2. there is an elementary embedding qa E Mz 
(;p, : M: -+ M: n V,,q 
such that (pb t(MT)s, = 71, t(MT),,, and cpboi& = i&on,, where p = rootT(a). 
Proof. As (F, 98) E C,, every model MT belongs to every Mr and is of size G 2Ko. 
Thus, for fixed a < 8, and n such that a E S,, 
Mz I= (M~)s” is of size < ZNo. 
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Let rcn = rc, r(Mz)s,,. As ran(rP) G (Mz)ns,n V,= and dom(rr”) = (MT)s” E (Mz)ns., 
by (5) of Lemma 3..13, rc” is a subset of (Mr)“s,. As rcn E C, and C, klx”l < 2Ko, by 
Lemma 3.15 ?I” E (Mr)*s, E Mz, proving thus part (1). 
Now for (2). As rep c C, a&C, l= lrcnsI < 2”‘, then rrB E C,. By (5) of Lemma 3.13, 
dom(rcs) is left fixed by i&, hence i$= 0 rrns = i$n(~s) E MT. As (.Y, g) is internal and 
belongs to C,, C, k i& E HCzKOj+, thus icb E Mr. Fix n < w such that c( E S, and let 
V E MC be the tree of attempts to find a sequence like (rr”,r~“+~, . . . ). That is, 
working inside Mz, let 
(r0, ... ,Z/JEY” 0 zo = 7rflA\o c . . . c rk A rko i<a c i&(xP) 
and 
(Vi < k)ri:(Mc)s,+, -+ V,,, A Mz is an elementary embedding. 
By part (l), 7~“’ E ML’, for any m > n, so (n’ I n < i < co) is a branch of V in V. By 
absoluteness there is a branch (ri I i < CO) E Mz and let qR = IJ i < w Ti. 0 
We now discharge our obligation from Section 2 and give a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose we are given a 2’0- closed iteration tree 5 of count- 
able limit length on a premouse (V,, E ,6). Notice Y is also an iteration tree on any 
premouse of the form (V,, E ,6): in copying Y on V, we never run into problems at 
successor or limit stages by Lemmas 3.7 and 3.9. Similarly, 5 is an iteration tree on I/. 
Moreover, 5 construed as tree on V, or V, still retains the property of not having 
maximal well-founded branches and being 2No- closed. Therefore without loss of 
generality, we may assume that I’, is 2’O -closed (i.e. cf(rc) > 2No) and that there is 
a cutoff point y of V,. 
By Theorem 5.6 of [2] 5 is continuously ill-founded. If we show that .Y is 
self-justifying (cf. Definition 4.5 of [2]) then by Theorem 4.6 of that paper we reach 
a contradiction. Fix 1 < I/z(Y) limit: we must show that r 11 is continuously 
ill-founded off CO,&. Therefore, it is enough to prove the following: 
Claim 3.17. Suppose F is a 2’Wosed iteration tree on some premouse N, with F E N 
and F countable in N. Suppose also N has a cutofjcpoint y. If F has a unique cojinal 
branch, then F is continuously ill-founded ofs b. 
Proof. Work inside N and let M = V,“. By a Skolem hull argument there is 
arr:(%?, E,8)-+(M,E,8)ofsize2Ko and containing P(w) (computed inside of N). Let 
9 be the collapse of Y. Thus Y is an iteration tree on &i. Let % be the tree of 
attempts to find a cofinal branch c # b together with an embedding r~ : M,” -+ M such 
that 0 0 i CC = 7~. Formally: 
Let X be cofinal in lb(F) of order type w and let (S, 1 n < o) be an increasing 
sequence of finite supports for (Y’, ti) (hence for (Y, M) and (Y, N)) such that 
U, 5, = lb(F). A node of length n + 1 consists of: 
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l ordinals /I,, cT j1 cT . . . <~fl,withj&,#bandsuchthat3yEX(pi~~</?i+,),for 
i d n, together with 
l embeddings pi : (Mz)x, + M, where Xi = Sk, with k least such that 
i + 1 .; ;Pi} c Sk, and such that ~00 icao = no and qi+lo iL,p,+l r(ME)X, = vi, all {PO, 
\ . 
A branch through “i% would yield a cofinal branch c # b of 9 together with an 
embedding 0: MB + M. As M 2 P(w), then c E &i, so 
J?l b c # b is a cofinal well-founded branch of Y, 
hence, by elementarity, the same statement would hold for 5 in M, contradicting our 
assumption. Therefore we must assume that % is well-founded. Let 1) 1) denote its rank 
function. We will now assign ordinals 0, to the models of (F, N) witnessing continuity 
of ill-foundedness off b. 
Suppose M E b or there is an E E b such that 07 cT CI and X n [a, cc) = 0. Then let 
0, = II G(@)ll. 
Suppose c( is otherwise. Then a $ b and let /IO <T . . . <r/I,, = c( so that: (a) /IO $ b and 
there is an Cr E b such that X n [c?, PO) = @ and (b) for each i < n there exists y E X with 
bid’/<Bi+i. Let .m=.tM::Mr+M,” be the copy map. For i < n let 
R = idsn o 71~~ t (MZ)x,, where Xi is the appropriate support: as (MK)x, is 2Ko-closed 
(by Lemma 3.4), rcai [(ML)xc E Ml so 
It is easy to see that the qts commute with one another and with i&(x). Therefore 
(PO, , fin, tpo, . . . , cp,) yields a node p(cr) of icdl(%). Set 8, to be the rank of P(K) in 
i&(4!). 
Any easy calculation shows that if c( <T fl and there is a y E X with a < y < p, then 
p(p) extends icp(p(cI)), hence 0, < iz@(O,). 0 
This completes the proof of the Claim and of Theorem 2.1. 17 
Notice that the argument above can be used to give another proof of Theorem 5.6 of 
[2] under slightly different hypotheses, replacing “N is 2No-closedn with “Y E N and 
N has a cutoff point.” 
4. Strong past many Woodin cardinals 
In this section all iteration trees will be countable, 2Ko-closed and non-overlapping. 
Suppose we are given an iteration tree (Y, M) and a sequence ((Ya,, P,) 1 c( < v) of 
iteration trees FE on P, of successor length f3, + 1, together with a last extender 
Ez E MC and such that the Pm’s are distinct models of (Y, M), PO = M and 
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F0 = F 10, + 1. We define, by induction on 0 < v d #z(F)), what it means for 
((Fe, P,) 1 ct < v) to be a decomposition of (5, M). 
l If v = 1, then ((F, M)) is the only possible decomposition of (F, M), hence 
I/l(F) = 80 + 1. 
l If v is the limit, then for every t < v there is an ordinal 0(g) < Zh (F)), such that 
((Fe, P,) 101 < cl) is a decomposition of (F r/3(5), M), and the e({),s are cofinal in 
Zh(F). 
l If v = 5 + 1 > 1, then there is a 0 < lb(F) such that ((Fm, P,)l a < 5) is a de- 
composition of (F r&M), lb(F) = 0 + Oc + 1 and for /? < a < f+ 
MC = MT+‘,, and Eyt = EF B 0+p. 
Hence in particular P, = Mr. Moreover, 
1. if 5 is the limit, then P, is the direct limit of a (cofinal in <) sequence of Pis, 
2. If r = q + 1, then 8 is a successor and either 
(a) P, = M? = the last model of (F,,, P,), in which case we write 
KC, Pr) II (&, P,), or else 
(b) P, = ult(M~,E~__,), where /? < q = 5 - 1 and y < 8,, if j < v, or y < 8,, if 
/? = r]. In this case we write (Ff, P,)I (TV, P,). 
(When there is no danger of confusion we simply drop the P,‘s and write F=+ 1 11 Fm or 
9 a+1 IZ.) 
The idea here is that (F, M) can be written as a tree of trees (5=, P,): every model 
MT and extender Eh are of the form MF, Ep, for some y G 8,, and p < v. The pair 
(fi, y) is unique except when Y {+ 1 II Ft. In this case, (<,e,) and (5 + LO) yield the same 
model M2 = P5+1 = M 3+1. Vice versa, for any pair (fi, y) with y < 0, and j3 < v, there 
is a unique a, such that Mr = Mp. Let j3 @ y be the unique such a. Thus 
@:{(P,y)l~~~~ and P<v}+Eh(F) 
is the function that lists all (indices of) the models in Fe, then the ones in Fi , and so 
on, with the proviso that a 0 f?, = (a + 1) 0 0 whenever F=+ 1 II Fe. One more re- 
mark. In clause 2(b) above we do not allow y = 8, when /I = q: if 
(zl+,, P,+l)~(&,P,) then P,+i cannot lie above MC ( = the last model of F,J in 
the tree ordering of F. 
In order to simplify the notation in what follows let us also agree that, whenever 
((FE, Pa) I a < v) is a decomposition of (F, M): 
If v is a limit then v 0 0 denotes lb(F). 
Definition 4.1. Let Y = ((FE, P,) I a < v) be a decomposition of (F, M) and let 
/3@v=K<lh(Y).B y induction on v, we will define: 
1. what it means for Y to be quasi-linear; 
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2. the ordinal B(K), the back-up point of K, which depends on the tree ordering 
<r only; 
3. the set F, E Ih(Y ) of forbidden nodes. 
l If v = 1, then Y = ((Y, M)) is quasi-linear, B(K) = 0 and F1 = @. 
l Suppose v is the limit. 9’ is quasi-linear iff ‘d4 < v(Y 1 t is quasi-linear), F, = 
U E, < y F,, and B (K) is the back-up point of K as computed in Y 1 /I + 1. 
l Suppose v = r + 1 and 5 a limit. Set F, = F,. 
If /? -=c 5, then B(rc) has already been defined so we may assume fl = 5. 
9 is quasi-linear iff Y 15 is quasi-linear and either 
_ there is &, < < such that for &, < rl < 5, Y,, + 1 11 Yv and P, is the direct limit of 
such P,,‘s, and &, is least such. Set B(K) = B(&, 0 0). Or else 
_ there is an increasing sequence &, -+ < such that YCn+ 1I &, (5, + 1) 0 0 <r 5 @ 0. 
Set B(rc) = 5 @ 0. 
l Suppose v = 5 + 2. If B-C 5 + 1, then B(K) has already been defined, so assume 
P=C+l. 
Y is quasi-linear iff Y 15 + 1 is quasi-linear and either 
- ~C+,II.YC,B(lc)=B(~@O)andF,=Fr+l,orelse 
- YCtl_LYC, that is Pr+l =ult(Mc,E$), and i@~$F~+i; set F,=F5+iu 
CC 0 ‘I, 5 0 ($1 and B(K) = i 0 V. 
Remarks. 1. The sets Fis are increasing, i.e. 01 < /I =- F, G F,. If o! E F,, then 
we are not allowed to visit the model M, past round 8. In other words: there is no 
y >, fl such that P,+i = ult(M,,E). This is the content of Lemma 4.2 to be proved 
shortly. 
2. The back-up point of K, B(rc), is the unique ordinal 5 such that, for some a < v, 
iJ is the <r-predecessor of (tl + 1) 0 0 and Ye+ 1 _L Fe, (a + 1) 0 0 <T K and for all 
c( > a such that c( 0 0 < K, Ya+r IlY&. 
3. B (rc) + JC, unless K = 0 or K = 5 0 0, where 5 is the limit of an increasing 
sequence <,, with YCm(. 1 I FE=. In this case, B(K) = K and t, 0 0 + 5 @ 0. 
4. If YE+, I Ya, then B( (c( + 1) @ 0) is the immediate <T-predecessor of 
(a + 1) @ 0. 
5. To make the notation a bit simpler we shall write B(p, y) rather than B(/? 0 y). 
A few words on the motivations behind the notion of quasi-linearity are in order 
here. In the case of WY(M,v), the weak iteration game of length v, a tower of trees 
((Y=, P,) 1 a< v) is built, with PO = M, F=+ 1 IIFm and for any limit I < v, PA is the 
direct limit of the Pis, a < I. Thus the resulting iteration tree can be construed as 
a linear iteration of iteration trees. In order to consider a wider spectrum of trees for 
which we can still prove an iterability result, we relax the “linearity” condition a 
bit. The trees & are arranged themselves in a tree ordering, but this tree ordering 
is not too removed from a linear ordering: whenever we “go back” and take the 
ultrapower of the yth model of the /?th iteration tree to start a new Y=+ 1, then we 
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give up the right to visit, from this point on, any model with index (p’, y’), with 
p 0 y 6 p’ @ y’ < (a + 1) 0 0. (For example: an “alternating chain of iteration trees” 
is not quasi-linear.) 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ((&, Pm)] ct < v) is a quasi-linear decomposition of (F, M). Zf 
F .+I_LF, and B(a + 1,0) = /?Oy, then 
Proof. Deny. Choose counter-examples K and 5, first minimizing <, and then taking 
K as large as possible (relative to this 5). Then K is the immediate <T-predecessor oft: 
otherwise, if K <T [ <T 5, then by maximality of K, [ $ a @ 0, hence 
i Z (TV 0 0,) + 1 = (a + 1) @ 0, contradicting the minimality of 4. As MF is a model of 
some tree FV with q > ~1, while MC appears in some YP, with /?’ d CI, the minimality of 
g implies that 5 = ye @ 0, i.e. MF = P, is the fi rs model of the tree 9,,. As K is the t 
immediate <T-predecessor of l, then q must be a successor ordinal, q = tl’ + 1 with 
a’ 2 a, such that &+ 1 I & and P,, + 1 = ult(MF , EC,), where K = fl’ @ y’. By 
quasi-linearity K $ F,, + 1 and by the first remark F,, + 1 3 F,+ 1, so that K # F,, 1. But 
F a+1 - - F,u [PO y, o! 0 e,], so ICE F,+ I : a contradiction. 0 
Given a quasi-linear decomposition ((&P,)lcr < v) of (F,M), let 
‘4 = (a + 1 <VI&+1 I&}. For c( + 1, fl + 1 EA with u < /3, then B(a + ~,O)E 
F a+2 c F,+, and B(B + l,O)$Fp+I, hence B(LY + JO) # B(b + 1,O). In other words, 
the function A~cr + 1 H B(a + 1,O) is injective. We want to thin-down A so that this 
function is also increasing. Let B = {B(a + 1,O) ICI + 1 E A} and define f : B’ + A, 
B’ E B such that f is increasing and B( f( B), 0) = p. For BE B let 
f(P) = 
c1+ SEA if /3 = B(a + 1,O) and (V’y~Bnfi)a + 1 >f(y), 
undefined otherwise. 
Let 3’ = dam(f). Let A’ = ran(f) c A and let (LY: + 1 I i < ,I) be the increasing 
enumeration of A’, II = o.t.(A’) = o.t.(B’). Note that B(a, + 1,O) = minB’ = min B 
and i < j < Iz implies B(Ui + 1,O) < B(Mj + 1,O). In other words: Cli > aj, forj < i, and 
it is such that B(ai + 1,O) is as small as possible. The sequence (ai + 11 i < ,I) is called 
the basic sequence of ((&P,)ja < v). 
Note that (ai + 11 i < l(t)), the basic sequence of ((&P,)Ia < 0, 5 < v, is 
not, in general, an initial segment of (ai + 1 1 i < 2). In fact, it is not even true that 
n(5) d 1. Let us list a few facts whose proof is left to the reader. 
Facts. 1. ZfVq(i: <V + 1 < v = YV+lIIYq), then 2(l) = 1 and 
(ai + 1 ( i < A([)) = (Ei + 1 I i < A). 
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2. Suppose~=n+1<vand5V+IIYV.Let 
1 
l(5) if B(t,O) 2 sup(B(ai(C) + 1,O) + 1 Ii < A(l)], 
A’= j otherwise, where j < i(4) is least such that 
W&O) d W,(5) + 1,O). 
Then/Z(<+l)=i’+land 
(c(i(i’ + 1) + 11 i < A(l + 1)) = (ai + 11 i < A’)^(~). 
3. If 5, + 5 and T<,,+, -L Ttn, then 
lim (ai(<” + 1) + 1 I i < A(& + 1)) = (c(i(t) + 1 1 i < i (5)) 
?I-CT 
meaning that A(& + 1) + n(t) and for euery i < A(l), ai = limn-tm cCi(<, + 1). Zf we 
choose the C$‘S to be in {ai + 1 I i < A(t)}, then 
(R(r) + 1 Ii < 45)) = u (Ui(5, + 2) + 1 Ii < A(& + 2)). 
nco 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose ((&, P,) 1 a < v ) is a quasi-linear decomposition of (5, M) and let 
(C(i + 11 i < A) be its basic sequence. 
1. For i < A and K < 8 = /h(T)), if(~i + 1) @ 0 < K then (pi + 1) @ 0 <T JC. In par- 
ticular, i < j implies (ai + 1) @ 0 <T(aj + 1) @ 0. 
2. If 5 has limit length, then it has exactly one cojinal branch b and (Cli + 1) @ 0 E b, 
for every i < j. 
Proof. (1): By induction on K, for fixed i < II. Let /3 = B(K). 
Suppose fl = K. Then K = 5 0 0 with 5 limit such that there is an increasing 
sequence 5, -+ 5, with Ytm + 1 _I_ .Tcn and (<, + 1) @ 0 <T K. By inductive hypothesis, for 
n SUffiCiently large, (Cli + 1) @ 0 <T (5, + 1) @ 0, so by transitivity (pi + 1) @ 0 <T K. 
SupposenowthatB<Ic.If~~+1((~~forallawithai+1~orand(a+1)OOdK-, 
then (Cli + i) @ 0 <TK as desired. So we may assume that there is some 15 2 CQ + 1 
with (5 + 1) @ 0 < rc and Fe+1 I &. Since p < K we can fix such an c with 
B(ic) = B((E + 1) 0 0) = 8. NOW P$Fa+l. But E+l>Ui+2, hence 
B?+F a,+2 2 [B(ai + l,O), ai @ 0,,], by the last clause in the definition of quasi- 
linearity. By definition of basic sequence, jI < B(Cti + 1,0) is impossible. Therefore 
j > Mi@8,,, i.e. /? b (Ni + 1) @ 0. AS /? <TV, then by inductive hypothesis, 
(& + l)@O <<TP <TK. 
2: If the (C(i + 1) @ O’S are bounded in 0 = lb(Y), then for supiC2. OLi < q < K < v, 
q 0 0 <r K 0 0, so they yield a cofinal branch b. If, otherwise, the (CX~ + 1) @ O’s are 
unbounded in 8, let b = {LX -C gl(Zli < A)a <r(& + l)@O}. By part (1) this is 
a branch. In both cases it is immediate to verify that b is the only cofinal branch 
OfF. 0 
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Given a quasi-linear decomposition ((&, P,) I c( < v) of (F, M) and p < v, it is not 
the case, in general, that ( (Fa, P,)l /I < a < v) yields an iteration tree: it is true if either 
we are dealing with a linear decomposition, i.e. (Va + 1 < v) Y=+ IllTE, or else if /I is 
chosen carefully. 
Definition 4.4. Given (F, M) with quasi-linear decomposition ((&, PJl a < v) and 
basic sequence (ai + 11 i < A) let G be the closure of ((ai + 1) @ 0 1 i < A} u (0). It 
amounts to saying that for y # 0 
yEGiffeithery=(ai+l)@O,forsomei<l, 
or else y = sup {(O!i + 1) @ 0 Ii < A’}, for some limit 1’ < A. 
Remark. If I’ < 1 is a limit and Cr = sup(a, + 1 (i < A’> then sup((ai + 1) @ 0) i < 1’1 = 
Cc 8 0. Also notice that 0 0 0. Therefore every element of G is of the form a Q 0. 
Lemma 4.5. Let ( (Ya, P,)l a < v) be a quasi-linear decomposition of(Y, M). For p E G 
r_L B = ((E,pT) I B < a + 1 < 0) 
is an iteration tree on MT = P,, where /? = - 0 a x 0. Its tree ordering is cT I[/?, 0) and 
( (Ta, Pa)1 Cr < a < v) is its quasi-linear decomposition. 
Proof. We only need to check that, for a fixed /?E G, b < K implies fl cT rc. If 
(ai + 1) @ 0 < /I then, by part (1) of Lemma 4.3, (ai + 1) @ 0 <T rc. Thus taking the 
supremum, we have that /I -+K. 0 
Remark. The careful reader might object that, formally, SL B is not an iteration tree 
as the field of its tree ordering is not an ordinal. On the other hand, by a trivial 
re-indexing it can be construed as an iteration tree of length 
e - p = o.t.[p, e). 
It is convenient hough, for our purposes, to think of the models and embeddings of 
FL B as indexed by ordinals in the interval [ fi, (3). 
We are now ready to introduce the game Y(M,wl + 1). The game lasts o1 + 1 
rounds, in which I and II cooperatively construct an iteration tree on M. There are 
several constraints on the moves that I and II are allowed to play: the first player to 
violate these constraints loses. If II has not lost by the end of the game, then he wins. 
Before starting round v 6 ol, a certain iteration tree F is given. If we are at 
a successor ound, then the tree F has a last model. Then I plays an iteration tree of 
successor length YV with the intent of extending 9 in a quasi-linear way. II can either 
accept it, or reject it and play a maximal well-founded branch b of ~7~: the tree ~7~ is
truncated at sup(b) and then extended by b. The resulting tree FV is then used to 
extend F. If we are at a limit round then 9 is of limit length and II gets to play twice: 
first he must exhibit a cofinal well-founded branch b of F. If no such branch exists, 
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then he has lost. Otherwise, extend Y via b. If v = wl, then the game is over and II has 
won. If v < ol, then the game proceeds as in the successor ounds: I plays 9” and II 
can either accept of reject it. Formally: 
At round v < ol a quasi-linear decomposition ((YE, P,) 101~ v) of some 2Ko-c10sed, 
non-overlapping (5, M) of countable length has been played. 
If v is limit, then II gets to make an extra move at the beginning of the round: he 
must play a cofinal well-founded branch b of (Y, M). By part (2) of Lemma 4.3, II does 
not have much choice, so if the only cofinal branch b is ill-founded, II loses. Suppose 
b is well-founded, so that II has not lost yet. If v = wI then the game is over and II 
wins. 
So assume v < ol. Now I plays and II responds to I’s move. As the rules of Y are 
the same from this point on, we do not assume v is limit anymore. In other words, let 
v < o1 be arbitrary. 
Player I has two choices. 
1. I plays an iteration tree (YV,P,), where 
(a) If v = 0, then P, = M. 
(b) If v = i” + 1, then P, = Mg = MC = the last model of (5, M). [Recall that 
.YC is the last tree of the quasi-linear decomposition of (Y, M), and that it has a last 
model with index 0,.] 
(c) If v is a limit, then P, = Mr, where b is the unique cofinal branch of Y. 
In order for this move to be legal, we require that (Y, M) extended by Y, is still 
a non-overlapping tree. 
The other probability for I (which is available only at successor ounds) is that 
2. I plays (9”,PV,Ee, /I,r) such that 
(a) If v = r + 1, then 
l Mr I= “& is a 2K0-closed extender”, 
l yd8B,P~5,andifB=rtheny<Bc, 
l MT@, is the first model EB can be applied to. 
(b) If v is limit, then 
l Mr != “Ee is a 2Ko-closed extender”, 
. Yd&,P<V, 
l M&Y is the first model Ee can be applied to. 
and in either case 
(c) ,!YV is an iteration tree on P, = ult(MFB,,EB), and the tree resulting 
from extending Y by 9, is still 2Ko-closed, non-overlapping and 
((& P,)la < v) ^  ((Yy, P,)) satisfies the definition of quasi-linearity, except, pos- 
sibly, for not having a last model. 
Player II responds by playing one of the following. 
1. (accept). Then set YV = 9, and extend Y via TV (and Eg, if I played as in case 2). 
This move is legal only if 9, is of successor length, in which case we set 8, = Ih(9”). 
2. (accept, b), where b is a cofinal well-founded branch of YV. Let YY be YV extended 
L~r h Extend r via YV (and Eo, if I played as in case 2). 
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3. (reject, b), where b is a maximal well-founded branch of 9’“, such that 
sup(b) < Ih(YV), i.e. b is non-cofinal. Let TV be 9’” /sup(b) extended by b. Extend 
Y via TV (and EO, if I played as in case 2). 
This concludes the definition of g(M,oi + 1). 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose M is a countable premouse elementarily embeddable in some V,, 
via some 7~: M + V,,. Then II has a winning strategy for 9(M, o1 + 1). 
Proof. Choose K > q large enough so that V, is a premouse with 6(VK) = 
S(V,) = n(G(M)) and with o1 + 1 cut-off points above q. We first construct premice 
N,, for ldcc<wr, ordinals ~(cc, b), ~(a, co), and maps r~,,~ and rc,,, for 
0 d CI d b d o1 such that 
1. No = M and, for CI > 0, each N, contains HC and ((N,, q(y,/?), 
rcy,B IO 6 y 6 b < a), 6(N,) = rco,,(G(No)), and for each 0 < j? < CI, N, k 1 N,I = 2”‘. 
2. For 0dcc<B6y<01, ~(a, Y) < vr(B, Y), N, n Ord = V(Y, Y). Moreover, 
~(0, co) = q and, for CI > 0, ~(a, co) is the crth cut-off point of V, above g. 
3. For c1 d P < y < w1 qa: N, + Npn V,,Ca,P, is an elementary embedding such 
that,n,,,=71p,y~nar,p,na,~=idtNn,and~,,BENg,forcr<p. 
4. For CI d fl < wl, n,,, : N, + V,+,Bj is an elementary embedding such that 
r~~,,~n~,~ = n,,, and R = q,. 
To see this suppose ND, q(Y, B), QI, ny, m have been defined for y 6 p < tl, and let 
H = HullY~I=,,1(HCu{(ran(718,m), Np,q,B,~(~,B),r(B, a)lv G B < cl>>) 
let n,, m : N, -, vqca, m) be the inverse of the transitive collapse and let rep,, = 
(G,~)-~~Q~, Let also GA(r(P, a)) = vl(B,4. 
In order to.show that II has a winning strategy C in 9(M), we shall define a system 
of maps q&, 0,’ and trees %l at round v < ui. Suppose we are at a position of length 
v, according to C, and suppose we have built so far a tree (Y, M) of countable length 
with quasi-linear decomposition ((Ya, P,)lcc < v) and basic sequence (pi + 11 i < 2) 
and the set G. The maps e& should be thought of as being the “stage v” versions of 
the 7~‘s: if r<+ ljjrc for all r + 1 < v, then qi,P = 7~,+~ ad %!l = TZ~,~ 5 If, otherwise, 
there is 5 + 1 < v such that rt+ 1 I Fc, and 5 is least such, then the @s change: say 
that P5+1 = ult(M, , n E) and let CY = /I 0 y. Then v)iTa!+l:Ps+l + Nor+i. On the other 
hand, the (T”‘s guarantee that, if v is a limit and for all sufficiently large 5 + 1 < v, 
Y(+ 1 11 Fc, then the direct limit model is well-founded. 
Here is our official definition. Suppose we are given: 
A. A function r : co1 + 1 + G such that 
(a) if r(t) > 5 then r(t) is a successor ordinal; 
(b) (non-decreasing) c1 < p * T(or) < I’(/?). 
(c) Suppose T(E) < T(cr + 1). Then for some 5, Y<+ 1 I Y< and ct = <r- 
pred((< + 1) 0 0). 
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B. Elementary embeddings qoqn: Iw&, + N,n V,,co,aj with qcO,a) E N, such that, for 
Odxdfi<0Jr 
Note that r(a) = r(p) with c( < p is possible: in this case M&, = M&, and 
P0.a = r&B 3 Po,a. 
Moreover, qo,o = id and if 0 < a, then qo,= E N,. 
C. qK = qo,a(FLr(a)), the iteration tree YLr(a) copied on N, via q+=. As M and 
.F are countable in N,, for a > 0, and as 90-g E N,, then +& E N,. So qoo,=: (FLr(a), 
MFcaj) + (4& NJ is a bounded embedding with bound ~(0, a). Following our conven- 
tion above, all models and embeddings of a= are indexed by ordinals in the interval 
[r(a), Q). 
Notice that as r(O) = 0 and po,o = id, then e. = 5 
D. For 0 < b 6 y < wl, let q@,?: MF;,, + N, n V,,lr(B,Yj bean eleme;#tary map such 
that P’P,~~~~~L~w = XB.~ and such that q~~,~ EN,. [Recall that Mrc8) is the base 
model of %$, that is ND.] 
If for all y’ 2 y, YY,+, IIF?,, then qua, = qYPo qP,y. Moreover, for 
4 OdadB6~6o~letting~*:M,,,, +M :r, be the copy map induced by ~)a,~, then 
(D~~,P(D* = SD~.~ and ~~.,Oi~;p~,T~y~ = ~Q.P %s. 
Therefore pP, Y copies ?$ L r(y) to 4. 
E. For supicn CLi + 1 < ti < /I? G v the foIlowing is a commutative diagram of 
elementary maps 
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Here and below we make the following notational convention: 
if v = /I + 1 is a successor, then CY~ : Mph o, + Vqc,,, ml, while 
if v is a limit, then CJ,: M>’ + VVCol, a)) is the limit map, where b is the unique 
branch of %$,,, . Therefore MF’ is well-founded. 
Note that, for 1 > supi< ai+l,~~+lll~~,SOBO8s=(D+1)00. 
As the objects above change as the play goes on, we should really write: 
@iI, vz,p> y fla, (ai + 1 Ii < A(V)), G’, and r”(b). 
For the sake of legibility, we will drop the superscript vwhenever possible. The objects 
defined at round v are related to the ones defined at round 5 < v as follows. 
(i) Suppose 3 I& < v such that for all &, < 5 + 1 < v, YC + iI1 Ft. [In this case v could 
be limit or successor.] Then, for such to and 5, L(v) = n(c), and 
Caitv) + 1 I i < 4V)) = Ccri(t) + 1 I i < n(t)), 
G’ = G”, I-” = I+, d,s = d,p. 
Also let Y be the iteration tree at stage &, given by (Y# I q < to) and let Y’ be the 
iteration tree at stage v given by (YV I q < v). By our case assumption Y’ is obtained 
from Y by stacking the Yis one on top of the other. As a$ = p,b,.(YLL$)) and 
%!,’ = ~~,,(~‘LP(cI)) and r” = r5 and @’ O,a = CJ$,_, we have that 9X!,’ extends @,5 in 
the same (or better: isomorphic) way as F’ extends 5 
Finally, a,” = a$ for all a such that sup{Cli(v) + 1 I i < A(v)} < a < 5 < v. 
(ii) Suppose v = 5 + 2 and 9J+ 1 I 9j. [The case when YC + I II YE has already been 
taken care of in the previous paragraph.] Then (see Fact 2 in this section) 
<ai + 11 i < A(V)) = (Ei(Z: + I) + 11 i < A’)*(4 + 1) 
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for some 1’ 6 n(l + 1). A simple calculation shows that G’ = 
CG’+lnB(t + l,O)]u{([ + l)@O}. Let 
P(a) = 
r~+l(a) if a G B(5 + Lo), 
(r + 1) 0 0 otherwise. 
We must check that if P(a) > CC, then P’(cc) is a successor. If o1 < B(t + 1,O) this holds 
by inductive hypothesis and if a 2 (5 + 1) @ 0 it holds vacuously. So assume 
B(t + LO) < a < (5 + 1) @ 0. Then P(a) = (t + 1) @ 0 = 5 0 8, + 1. 
For all a > B(l + 1) the tree 9X!,’ on M, is obtained by copying YC+i via the 
embedding CPQ;;. TCa,. [Recall that FC+ 1 lives on Pr+i = M~+l,,o and 
(5 + 1) 0 0 = r(a).] 
Note that the only ordinals cx such that sup{ai(v) + 1 ( i < l(v)} d a Q v are < + 1 
and 5 + 2 = v. Then let a;+ 1 = rc,,,, and let a: be elementary and such that the 
following diagram commutes. [The M’s are the models of the iteration tree %G, and 
the vertical arrow is the tree embedding.] 
Therefore there is no relation between the at+l’s and the a”‘s. 
(iii) Suppose v is a limit and there is an increasing sequence l, + v such that 
qsn+llqn. Without loss of generality we may assume that each 
5, + 1 E {ai + 1 ) i < A(V)). Then: 
(k(V) + 1 I i < l(v) > = u (Ei(5” + 2) + 1 Ii < 45, + 2)), 
ll<flJ 
G'= u 
“CO2 
CG ‘“+2n((5” + l)@O + l)]. 
[The “ + 2” in the indices above is because we want to consider quasi-linear systems 
where Ft.+1 is the last tree.] Also for n < m and /I < (5, + 1) ~3 0, 
O+“(p) =rc--+2(p). Let 
r’(B)= voo 
i 
P”(B) for /I < (5, + 1) 0 0, 
for v@O</3<01. 
It is straightforward to see that if P’(/?) > /I, then r’(p) = rCn”(#I) > /I, so P(j?) is 
a successor. 
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As the ai + l’s are cofinal in v, we only have to define 0: for y = v. Let a: = rc,,, m. 
The definition of 91,s and of a!,” depends on whether a, /3 are bigger or smaller than 
v 0 0. 
If v @ 0 6 CI d p, let 91,P = n,,8 and %J and %!p be the empty iteration trees on 
N, and N,, respectively. 
Ifa6/?<v@OthesequenceTrn+’ (/3) is eventually = r”(p). Thus, for n larger 
than some fixed no, 
If CI < fi = v @ 0, then the ordinals fcn’2(j?) are strictly increasing and converge to 
r”(p) = fi = v @ 0. Moreover, the rem’“(p)’ s and P’(p) belong to G’, hence by 
Lemma 4.3 they are linearly ordered by +. Then the following diagram commutes, 
for no < n < m. 
Therefore the direct limit map of the 92:” 
be this map. Thus 9& 0 iFi_+2ca,, rVC8J = 9& 
s (n > no) is well defined and we set 9& to 
{+’ foralln>no.Finally,ifa<v@O~/?, , 
we set 9i.a = ~v~~.~~dV~~. 
(iv) Finally, suppose v = i; + 1 and r is limit. By definition of the game 9, the 
quasi-linear decomposition ( (Ya-,, P,) 1 CI < l + 1) of (Y, M) is such that P, is the 
direct limit of the P<,‘s, for cofinal sequence 5, --* 5, and YC is a tree on P,. Then 
(cli (v) + 1 1 i < A(V)) = (Q(t) + 1 1 i < A(l)) 
G’= G5, 1-’ = l-r, 
andforO<a<~d~1,9~,p= 9& and %!p’ is the tree %%j with a copy of & stacked 
on top of its last model. Finally, let a: = a$, for y d r, and let a: be elementary and 
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such that the following diagram commutes. 
[Again the M’s are models of the iteration tree %!i, on the premouse N,, and the 
vertical arrows are the tree embeddings.] 
This concludes our description on how the objects at round v are related to the 
objects at round l < v. 
Claim 4.7. Suppose that v d w1 is limit and that II has not lost by round v, and that there 
are q”s, %!“‘s and 0”‘s as above. Then the unique coJina1 branch of the tree given by 
((YE, P,) 1 c1 < v) is well-founded. In particular, if11 has not lost by round ol, then the 
@“l’s, ~@~“s, and P’s, witness that he wins %(M,o, + 1). 
Proof. As v is limit, it is II’s turn to move: he has to verify that the only cofinal branch 
b of the iteration tree F built so far is well-founded. By hypothesis we are given 
Z = Z’, s~a,~ = CJ&, %a = @!g and ca = ai satisfying the conditions above. Each %= has 
a unique branch, namely, (/3 1 f(a) &- j3 & p E b ). By a slight abuse of notation it will 
also be denoted by b. 
Case 1: (35, < v) (VC) 50 < 4 + 1 <v * Fc+~llFt. 
Then by (5) and (i) the direct limit map a,; Mr’ + Vq(,,,,) shows that Mr’ is well- 
founded. The tree 42!o, is obtained by copying Y_Lr(wl) via qo,ol so the direct limit 
map Mg + Mp’ witnesses that M.r is well-founded. 
Case 2: There is an increasing sequence 5, -+ v such that Ye+ I I Ft. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that for all n < w, y. = r(t;, + 1) 
belongs to the basic sequence, hence to b. Let fn = &,+ I,o1 0 PO,<~+ 1 : ME --+ N,, . 
Thus, for n -C m, f, =fnoi~,Y, so the limit map fw witnesses that MT is well- 
founded. 
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So it is enough to show that @‘s, @“‘s and a”2 as above exist for every v 6 wl. 
If v = 0, then G = (0) so that Var(cc) = 0, qa,a = Q, ?Z$ is the empty tree on 
N, and a0 = rc,,.,: N,, + V,. 
If v is limit, then (i) and (iii) tell us how to define F”, p”‘, @ ’ and a” from r5, @, % b 
and a<, for 5 < v. 
So we are only left to take care of the successor case. Suppose we are given P’, @‘s 
a”‘s and 9%“‘~. [v could be any ordinal < o1 .J We must describe 
l how II answers to I’s move and 
l how to build TV+‘, ~“+~‘s, a”+i’s and f$!v+l’s. 
In order to avoid making our formulae exceedingly ornate, we shall drop the suffix v for 
theobjectsatstagevanduseG’,~‘,~b,g,~,and~~forGv’1,~Y’1,~~,~1,a~+1and~i,““. 
Also, let (.F, M) be the tree built insofar: 
If v = 0, then 5 is the empty tree on M. 
If v is a successor, then it is the tree given by ((&, P,)la < v). 
If v is a limit, then it is the tree given by ((9& P,)l c( < v) and extended by its unique 
cofinal branch. By Claim 4.7 and the fact that the G”, r”, etc. have been defined, such 
a branch is well-founded. 
Thus F is of successor length, and let Mr be its last model. 
0 Suppose I plays (Y”, P”). 
Then P, = Mz and II tries to copy 9, on V,. If he succeeds to do so and finds 
a branch b, then II plays (accept, b). Otherwise he rejects 9,. To be more specific: 
Ase+l=Ih(~),thereisaa,:M~~~~~/,(,,,,,cI/,andlet~:M~~M~‘bethe 
copy map induced by P~,~,. Let 8’ < Ih(YV) be the largest such that YV ye’ can be 
copied on V, via a0 0 9 and there are no well-founded maximal branches coiinal in 
some y < 8’. 
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If 9’ = lh(5PV) is a successor ordinal, let II play (accept) and set YV = 9’” and 
8, = 0’ - 1. [Recall that Ih(FV) = 0, + 1.1 
By Lemma 3.3, if 0’ < Zh(.Y’,,), then it must be a limit ordinal, so we may assume that 
8’ d Ih(Y,,) is limit. By 2No-closure of the extenders and Theorem 2.1, crVo ~(9~ r 6’) 
must have a cofinal well-founded branch b. 
Let II play (accept, b), if 8’ = lh(P’,,), or (reject, b), if 8’ < Ih(YV), and in either case let 
YV be Y, 10’ extended by b and 8, = 19’. 
In order to keep the induction going, the $‘s, r’s and V’s must be defined and 
shown to satisfy the inductive hypothesis. The tree Y extended by YV will be denoted 
by 9. As 5” Il9& then ((&,P,)lcl < v) is quasi-linear, its basic sequence is still 
(ai + 11 i < A), hence r’ = r. Set lc/,,p = pa,p and extend 4!& to Va, by tagging (an 
isomorphic copy of) TV on top: Va = $o,b(flr(~)). For < d v, ry can be taken to be 
a;, so we are only left to define z,+ 1 : Mr;ov + Vn+_, ,,), which will be obtained using 
Lemma 3.16. [The argument will be presented in some detail and will serve as 
a template for other proofs in this paper.] 
First observe that VU,!_0 = $O,w, (YLO) is (isomorphic to) YV and, by construction, 
VW, can be copied on V, via 7,. Let us denote by W, and 2, the crth models of the tree 
TV copied on V, and on I’VCol,oo), respectively, via z,o $O,ol. In other words, 2, = 
Wan I/,,, where q’ = j,,,(r(wi, co)), and j,,=: V, + W, is the tree embedding. Let 
z*: M;‘e, -+ Zou c Wov be the copy map induced by r‘,. It is immediate to check that: 
1. 7t ~,,m:(~Wl)-+(%&ao VU,, V,) is a bounded embedding with bounds 
(j0,,(r(oi T 02 1) 10: < Waco,)). 
2. IN,,) = 2’O in V, hence in V, and rc,,,, E V,, by construction. 
3. (%W, co “y,,, V,) is internal (i.e. rc,,,, Vm, E V,), 2Ko-closed and Ih(Vw,) < wl. 
Therefore the hypotheses of Lemma 3.16 hold. Thus we can find a ? E We, such that 
the diagram below commutes. [The vertical arrows are the tree embeddings, while the 
other unlabeled arrows come from the copy construction.] 
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The map r, belongs to V, and, as Map has rank less than the critical point, 
jo, e, o 7, = jo,e,(ry). Thus 
Wov klz”(z”: M:kibe, +jO,ov(Vqco,,m)) = ZB, is elementary and jo,OV(r,) = 70 i?&08,). 
By elementarity of j,,,” there is a r,+ 1 E V, such that z, = z,+ r 0 i2;,ov and hence 
commutes, and this is what we had to prove. 
. Swose 1 plays (%, p,, -b, PO, Yo). 
Then v is a successor and FV I FV_ 1. Let GI = /IO 0 yo. Then G’ = 
(Gncr)u{B + l}. By (ii) r’(p) = r(p), for /I 6 c(, and r’(b) = 8 + 1, for fi > GI. As I’s 
move is legal, then CI cannot belong to F,, the set of forbidden nodes at stage v. The 
next claim is crucial for the present construction. 
Claim 4.8. r(a + 1) 6 CI. 
Proof. Deny. As T(a + 1) E G, it must be an ordinal of the form (Cli + 1) @ 0, 
i < A= J.(v), or a supremum of such ordinals. As T(cc + 1) > LX + 1 then r(a + 1) is 
a successor ordinal, so it must be of the form (CQ + 1) @ 0. The definition of the basic 
sequence implies that Y& + 1 I Tmi, and that (C(i + 1) @ 0 = ai @ 0,, + 1. Consider the 
quasi-linear decomposition of ((Fp,Pa)l/l < ai + 2), so that its last tree is 
(%+1, Pa,+1 ). Therefore, CI = Cli @ 8,, E F, + 2. AS Cli + 1 < v, then Fei + 2 E F,: a con- 
tradiction. 0 
Let /I Q tl + 1: as r is non-decreasing, r(B) d r(a + 1) Q a, hence the tree (4YP, NP) 
has a model with index CL. [Recall our convention: the models and extender of 4YP are 
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indexed by ordinals > r(p).] In particular, for every 0 < b < y < a + 1 there are 
bounded copy maps 
induced by the embeddings v)~,~. Using clause D following the proof of Theorem 4.6, it 
is easy to see that the f’s commute, i.e. f’*” of Lcy =fp*’ for 0 < fl d y 6 6 d CI + 1. 
Similarly the g’s commute. 
Let EP = g”-“(Eo). Then for every 0 < p d c( + 1, ult(M2, Ep) makes sense and by 
Lemma 3.3 it is well-founded. Let iEe : M,“’ -+ ult (M 2, EB) be the ultrapower embed- 
ding. By the Shift Lemma there are bounded copy maps 
Observe that T(a + 1) = T(a): otherwise by A(c) following Theorem 4.6, a = <r- 
pred(([+l)@O) for some c+l<v such that Z+iJ_Y(, hence c~EF<+~EF”, 
contradicting the assumption that I’s move was a legal one. Therefore, by C and 
D, (~n,~+i = ~+i and %‘,+I = ~,,+i %a, i.e. the two trees are isomorphic. Let 
(a;, N,) be the iteration tree obtained from (@!,, N,) by extending via E” and with the 
last model ult(M:,E”). Define (‘J?&+ i, N,,,) analogously. As (@L, N,) and 
(“2’ a+1> N,, r) are internal and 2Ko-c10sed, as rc,,,+ 1 copies (%L, N,) to (%L+ 1, N,+ 1 j, 
as WN,j, x~,~+I E N,+1 and N,+l + INA < 2 Ko, then we can appeal to (part (2) of) 
Lemma 3.16 and conclude that there is a bounded embedding $ E ult(MF*‘, En+‘) 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
ult(Mz*“, El) 
* 
) ult(Mx?” ) E”+‘) 
. . 
i,. ir. I 
.f r.z+’ 
n u.z+, = (Pa.u+l 
Thus 
ult(M~.~,E”+‘)~=3~(1CIoiE=Oi~or),n = (iE”‘,~iZib;,01)(71n,a+l)) 
hence by elementarity of the embedding from N,+i to ult(MF”,Ea+‘), there is an 
embedding $,,,+l~N,+l, ~a,a+l:ult(M~,Ea)-,N,,+ln~~~,,,+l) such that 
*,,.+1 ~iE=o&hz = 7c,,.+,. 
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Set 
Now the argument proceeds as before. Let 8’ < Zh(Y,,) be the largest such that 
YV If7 can be copied on V, via z~,,~ 0 IJ~~,,,, and there are no well-founded maximal 
branches cofinal in some y < 8’. 
If 8’ = lh(Yv) is a successor ordinal, let II play (accept) and set TV = 9’” and 
8, = 8’ - 1. 
By Lemma 3.3, if 6’ < lh(Y”), then it must be a limit ordinal, so we may assume that 
19’ d lh(Yv) is a limit. By 2Qclosure of the extenders and Theorem 2.1, 
n 01,03 ~$O,wl(YV 10’) must have a cofinal well-founded branch b. 
Let II play (accept, b), if 8’ = lh(,4p,), or (reject, b), if 8’ < lh(Y”), and in either case let 
TV be Y,~e,, extended by b and 0, = 9’. 
For 0 < /I < w1 , let Pr be the tree FV copied on ult (M,“p , Ep), if /I < a, or copied on 
Ng,ifb>cr.ThusJ Co = TV. Let alsojO be the tree embedding from its first to its last 
model, i.e. 
dom(ja) = 
ult (M> ,EB) if b d CI, 
ND otherwise. 
Let also Y” be YV copied on V, and j m : V, + MT”. By a by now familiar argument 
using Lemma 3.16, there is a r E Moirn such that 
hence, by elementarity of jm, there is a z,+~ such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
P, = 
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Let 9’ be the tree F extended by J “,. Then Vs = $O,s(YLT’(j?)). Thus we have 
defined Gvfl, r”‘i, the c@‘+~‘s, the cr”+i’s, and the @Yfl’~. Let us verify that 
the commutativity of the diagram in (iii) is preserved by the q”+i’s. Let 1’ d A(v) be 
largest such that for all i < A.‘, B(Mi(v) + 1,0) < B(v + 1,0) = ct. Then 
(ai(V + 1) + 1 ( i < A(v + 1)) = (C(i(V) + 1) i < l’)-(v). We must show that for every 
i < 1’ and every fi < a + 1 < y 
Let 5 = SUp{Crt(V + 1) + 2 ( i < A’}. Then l 6 v, and as v is a successor ordinal, if r = v 
then < = tli(v + 1) for i = A’ - 1. By the inductive hypothesis (iii), for every i -c A’ 
and as cLi(V + 1) + 1 the largest element of the basic sequence at stage Ei(V + 1) + 2, 
q;$+i)+2 = Jr,+l,YO CJ$$‘,+~~)+~. Therefore it is enough to show that 
Case 1: 5 = v. Then by construction 
= &a+1 . 
Case 2: r < v. Then cpj,,+ I = q& + 1 so we are done by Case 1. 
The verification that the other clauses in (i)-(iv) hold at v + 1 is left to the reader. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.6. 0 
5. How not to lose 
Let M be a countable coarse premouse. We will consider the following iteration 
game on M , called 99 + (M). It is played like the ordinary full iteration game, with II on 
the move at limits and I on the move at the other rounds, except hat I must also play 
(besides the extenders &‘s) distinct natural numbers n,, with n,$ (FQ ) /3 < a}. The 
game is over when I runs out of integers. If the length of the play is a successor ordinal, 
then Player I loses. If the length of the play is a limit ordinal, then II wins iff there is 
a cofinal well-founded branch. We also require that the iteration tree that I and II 
construct is 2’Qlosed. 
The length of the game thus depends on the play, but is always < wl. On the other 
hand, it is easy to see that Y+ (M) s stronger than the full iteration game (for 2’“-closed 
extenders) of jixed countable length. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to a proof of 
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Theorem 5.1. Player I does not have a winning strategy for 9+(M), for a countable 
premouse M elementarily embeddable in some V,,. 
If C is a strategy for I then we have a continuous coding of 9’ (M) in the sense of 
[SJ, i.e. a function c form the set of all legal positions of 9’ (M) to w such that if p and 
4 are positions and q extends p, then c(q) # c(p): just take c(p) = the natural number 
n given by C at position p. A position p of 3’(M) is, essentially, an iteration tree of 
successor length. To void confusion, we denote with lb(p) the length of p as a position, 
and with ht(p) the length (or height) of the associated iteration tree, so that 
ht(p) = lb(p) + 1. 
In order to motivate Theorem 5.1 and its proof, let us consider the natural attempt 
to prove CBH for countable, 2”‘- closed trees. Let F be a 2’“-closed iteration tree on 
V of limit length and suppose toward a contradiction that 5 has no cofinal well- 
founded branches. By Theorem 2.1, Y-is continuously ill-founded. Following the ideas 
of [Z] we attempt to convert the continuous ill-foundedness of Y into a decending 
E-chain. Let rc : M -+ V, where M is countable, and Y = Y ’ (5). So Y is continuous- 
ly ill-founded on M, and .F = n(Y) is an “enlargement” of 9 formed by the trivial 
process of copying. Let (cc, 1 n E w) be an increasing sequence of ordinals cofinal in 
lb(f). We attempt o form a non-trivial enlargement d of 9 such that Mk+ 1 E M,“, for 
all n, by dovetailing into the process of copying 5 steps at which we take Skolem hulls 
at a level of the current model of 6. If we take a hull at step y, then we use the image in 
M: of the ordinal in MT which comes from the continuous ill-foundedness of Y to 
find a sufficiently high level Vp(at which we take this hull. 
Our problems lies in defining Mf, for I < lb(F) a limit ordinal. The system & is 
enough like an iteration tree and we can assume (by induction) that it has a cofinal-in- 
2 well-founded branch b. But nothing guarantees that the branch [O,A), chosen by 
5 is well-founded in &, which is what we need to continue the process of enlaraging Y. 
(In [2,6], the authors in effect assume Y I,? continuously ill-founded off [0, A),, which 
forces b = [O,A)r.We do not assume this here.) In other words, our enlargement 
8 may at some limit /z < lb(F) be forced to choose a branch not chosen by 9, and 
then we lose contact with Y. 
This suggests an obvious tactic: let B choose the branches of 9. This amounts to 
retreat; rather than try to prove CBH, we use the enlargement construction to defeat 
a putative anti-iteration strategy for I on a countable M < V. (There is a further retreat 
in Theorem 5.1, from the full iteration game to g’(M), whose rationale is best seen 
later.) If we try to prove this weaker result by contradiction following the pattern 
above, we are immediately faced with the problem that we are not given a bad tree, 
but rather a bad strategy C, i.e. a winning strategy for I, hence we cannotfirst fix a tree 
and then get the ordinals for the construction. In other words, the ordinals at which we 
take hulls should be given “continuously in the tree”. The cure for this is to take for 
these ordinals the ranks of certain nodes on a well-founded tree % on some V,. 
%Y searches for a defeat of C together with an approximation to an inconsistent 
enlargement. Let us take a closer look at %. 
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Fix, towards a contradiction, n : M -+ V, and a winning strategy C for I in 9’ (M). 
Let K > q be such that V, is a premouse with 6(1/,) = 6(VJ = x(6(M)). For any 
position p, let 
that is, the set of all natural numbers not yet played by position p. % searches, among 
other things, for a sequence of positions according to I’s strategy C, 
Pl = P2 c ... c lJ,pll = 9, a cofinal well-founded branch b of Y and families of 
premice Vi c ... c G?‘, with I/@?“) = IQ,). The position pn can be copied, as 
a pseudo-iteration tree, on %“- ’ ^  (if,). Also if m is the least element of IPn, we make 
sure that either m $ I,,+ I, or there is no q E %! extending p,, according to .X that can be 
copied onto V, and that meI,. We then add to the node of the tree % a familiy of 
models an of length = ht(p,), each model of size at most 2’O, and sufficiently 
resembling V^( V,), and witnessing that no such q can be copied on 98”. 
Suppose % had a branch, namely, positions pi c p2 c ... c IJ. p. = F, and 
a cofinal well-founded branch b of Y. This would determine a new position p = (F, b), 
and let c(p) = m. As the integer m was considered at some stage n, while choosing 
position pn + 1, and as m E I,,, , , it follows that no position q with m $ I, could have 
been copied onto Bfl. But as, it turns out, p is either such a position or a defeat for C. 
This shows that % is well-founded. 
The proof now proceeds as follows. Positions p. and families of premice Y’” are built 
inductively so that: 
1. the pn’s, are according to C, extend each other and ( pn 1 n < o) is a complete play 
of Y + (M); 
2. 9’” = (P,Icr<8,)-(P,*),~"~8"=~"+' t&,, where 0, + 1 = ht(p”), and p. to- 
gether with %Y = 9” 10, make up for part of a node of % of length n + 1; 
3. P,*,l EP,*. 
The idea is to choose pn+ 1 first, and then copy the iteration tree on the current 
enlargement 9’“. For any 8, < tl < 8,,+ 1, the crth model on the pseudo-iteration tree on 
9” is replaced by the transitive collapse of a Skolem hull. Call these models P,. By 
a tree argument he Pa's can be taken to be in the last model (the one with index 8, + i) 
of the pseudo-iteration tree on 9’“. By taking another hull and calling it P,*+l we 
obtain Y+ ‘. The ordinal needed to take the hull in the crth model is the rank of the 
node given by p,, + 1, 9” and an initial segment of a cofinal branch passing through M. 
This concludes our brief description of the structure of the proof. 
6. The tree 42 
Let us first introduce some handy notation. Suppose (Y, ?8) is a plus-2 (hence 
plus-l, by the third remark after Definition 3.1) pseudo-iteration tree of length 
(0 + 1,A) and suppose that (O,%?) is plus-l, internal and Ih(%?) = 8 + 1. Suppose also 
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n = (71,/a< e):(F,a?)+@,%) is a bounded embedding of plus-l trees. The pair 
(%,H) is called an enlargement of (Y, 9). Notice that if Y extends Y and (9’,93) is 
plus-2 and Y can be copied on 9? via H, then for 8 < u < /I < lb(Y) 
Definition 6.1. Let p be a position of 9+(M) of height 8. 
l e(p): 8 + o is the l-l function defined by e(p)(P) = c(p I/?). 
l Suppose we are given ordinals CI~, . . . , ak < 8 and embeddings H j : (p, M) + 
(Hjp,~j)(O~jdn)andH’-‘,‘:(H’-’ p$@- ‘) + (H jp, %Yj) (1 < j < n), such that 
Hj-i.jOHj-’ =H.i, Let X be the support for (p, M) generated by 
(a 0, .” 3 ak}ue(p)-“‘(k + 1) and let X0 = H”X and Xj= Hj-19jXj_i, for 
1 < j d n. Clearly, Xj is a finite support for (Hjp,gj). For 0 < i < k, let 
Remark. If q extends p, then e(p) 2 e(p) so that, if ao, . . . , ak < ht(p) and 0 6 i < k, 
Moreover, by Lemma 3.15, [M~~“P*““‘; a,, . . . , tlk] is 2’“-closed in B;, if (H”p, 93”) is 
internal, 2’“-closed and 1 = lh(&I”) - 1. By construction HjX c Xj. We do not know 
whether equality holds in general. From the above definition we get that 
‘WP,8”). 
di ,ao, . . . ,akl] 
for i ,< k and m < n. 
We are now ready to define the tree a’, a set of finite sequences from V, closed under 
initial segment. A node r, of length n + 1, of 43 is of the form 
r=((~~,~o,~o,vo,ao),(p2,~1,~‘,~o~’,~1,H’,~’,Y’,v,,a,) ,... 
.‘. ,(Pn+l a’“, CD”. ‘y”, V”, a,)> 
such that the following six clauses must hold. 
1. p1 c p2 c ... c pn + 1 are non-empty positions of the game 3 + (M), according to 
C. Let 8i + 1 = ht(pi) and, for notational convenience, let us agree that p. = 8 = the 
empty position, hence I,, = w and e. = lh(p,) = 0. 
2. (a) V’ c ... c V”, 
%n= (C,la <en) 
and, for each a < 8,, C, is a premouse and Hc2K0,+ E C,. 
(b) Cp’ c . . . c @“, H’ c . . . c H”, 
@“= <pJa < 0, H”= (ur,la < 4,) 
such that, for each a < en, cpE: M,P” + C,n V,* is an elementary embedding. 
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(c) There is a premouse R,, a cut-off point qn* E R, and an elementary embedding 
qz : Mi: -+ V,,:n R, such that 
(*%“,*P) = (GT?-(R,),@“-(V);)) 
is an enlargement for (p,,, M) with bounds (qa 1 ct < 8, ) ^ ( qz ). 
Let us agree to define (*%? , ’ * @‘) to be the pair (V,, n). There is a further constraint 
on the sequence of positions p:s. 
Claim 6.2. For all n 2 0 there is a k E I,,, and a q I pn according to C such that k E I, 
and q can be copied on (*W”, *@“). 
Proof. Ipn # 8 as c(p, + 1 ) belongs to this set. Suppose q is any position extending pI1 of 
height 8, + 2 = ht(pJ + 1: as (*W”, *@“) is an enlargement of (p,, M), the hypotheses 
of Corollary 3.5 are satisfied, hence q can be copied on (*‘X”, *@“). Let (q, k) be the 
result of C applied to p,,. Then k = c(q) E I,,. 0 
Define N(p,,) to be the least integer k as in the claim above. Thus N(pn) is the least 
k E o such that there is a non-empty position q according to C that can be copied on 
V, via rc and such that k = c(q I/?) for some /I < lb(q). 
3. For all n > 0, N(p,)$Z,n+I and P,,+~ can be copied on (*%“,*@“). 
4. 9?‘O E ... G &?‘“, Ilo c ... c ZI” and 
(a) GYfl = (B, 1 M < l3,), and each B, is a premouse of cardinality 2”’ containing HC. 
Thus 9?I” = (B,) is a single premouse. 
(b) II” = (rc, 1 CI Q 0,) and there are ordinals E, E B, such that n, : Mp + B,n V,# is 
an elementary embedding. Thus (9P, IIn) is an enlargement of (p,, M). The iteration 
tree pn+I can be copied on (g”,IZ”) hence n~;(~“+~,M)~(n”p”+~,~“n) is a 
bounded embedding with bounds (E, 1 CI -c lh(S’)). 
(c) For n > 0, IZnP1,” = (r~,“-‘~” Icc~8,):(n”-‘pn,~“n1)~(,“pn,~“)isanele- 
mentary embedding of pseudo-iteration trees with $- lPn = id I&, for a < 0”- ‘. Then 
IZ’-’ copies pn+l onto W’-1 and n”-‘,‘copies (ZIn-lpn+I,Wn-l) to (ZI”p.+lrW) 
and the following diagram commutes: 
(d) For n 2 0, 
v= +jbl~ <en). 
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,+$@: j,,,f(xnnPn.~“) + C, are elementary embeddings, and there is a $z : M~fnPnpg”) -+ R, 
such that 
is an elementary embedding of pseudo-iteration trees. Moreover, 
commutes and for CI < Ih(W”), $,(E,) = Q. 
(e) Suppose q I p. is a position according to C that cannot be copied on *%7” via 
*@“. Then q cannot be copied on 93” via II”. 
Finally, we take care of the v’s and B’S. 
5. v0 cT ... cT v,, where cT is the tree ordering of the largest iteration tree, pn+ 1, 
and 0, < v, < (!I,,,. 
6. (TV, . . . , cn are elementary embeddings CJ,: [M~f”pn+‘gB”); vo, . . . , v,] -+ V, such 
that, for n > 0, the diagram 
commutes, where i and fi are the appropriate restrictions of i,!~_“~,‘V~+l~““-l) and 
rc:, l’n, respectively. Moreover IZ = IJ,, 0 rryO 0i{t yg, where rc : M + V,, is as in the hy- 
pothesis of our theorem. In other words 
commutes, where 71 is the restriction of rc,, to I[M:;; v. 1. 
This concludes the definition of %. 
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Remarks. The definition above has several awkward features that might appear 
unduly arbitrary. The only reason we have chosen this particular definition of %, 
rather than more natural ones, is that it will greatly simplify the construction in the 
next section. The remarks that follow should help the reader to understand some of 
the motivations behind the definition above. 
1. The definition of % involves M, C, n, q and K as parameters. We will relativize 
%! to several models, all of which contain HC, hence only n, ye, K will have to be 
changed. 
2. Every model of the pseudo-iteration tree (II”p,,, &I’“) is of size 2No, hence belongs 
to every C,. 
3. For 06n<m the elementary embedding Prn:(17”Pm+~,S?“) + 
(~mP,+l, Bm) mentioned in clause (6) is defined by induction: II’,” = the identity 
embedding, nn.‘?‘+’ = nm,mil on”,“‘. 
4. Clauses 4(c) and 4(d) can be stated more concisely as 
4(d) implies that for all 4 I> p,,, if q can be copied on *%’ via *@” then q can be copied 
on 9J’” via nn . 
Using Lemma 3.8 and 4(c), every pm can be copied on any @Sk, Il k)_ 
5. Clause 4(e) says that copying on (SP, I7 n) is just as hard as copying on (*%Y, *P). 
Therefore (P, Ii’“) and (*P, *an) agree on the value of N(p.) that is: N(p,) is the least 
k E Ipn such that there is a q 2 pn according to C, such that k$l, and q can be copied 
on (9’, II”). Clause (3) and 4(e) also imply that N(p,+ 1) > N(p,,) and IPn+, c I,,. 
6. The reason why the c,‘s are defined on chunks will become evident in the proof 
of Lemma 7.6 in the next section. The idea is that the Q,,‘s will be obtained from the 
copy construction, and Lemma 3.16 will be used. 
7. A few words on the commutative diagrams of clause (6). The embedding 
is well defined as v,_ 1 precedes v, in the tree ordering of (Il’- ’ pn+ 1, ii+?“- ‘) and, 
by Definition 6.1, it maps [M~ft~~‘Pn+L~~‘qBn~‘); v,,, . . . ,v,] elementarity into 
[M$~“~‘pn+‘*““~“; vO, . . . ,~,,a, and 
This i is well defined. By the remark after the definition and by 
we see that fi is well defined. Regarding the second commutative square, notice that 
0 belongs to any support hence M = M:’ = [Mil;vo]. 
8. The content of clause (3) can be rephrased as follows: Let k be the least element of 
I,“. Is there a q 3 p,, that can be copied on (*V, *@“) and such that k = c(q I/?), for 
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some /I < lb(q)? If the answer is yes, then pn + I is such a q. If the answer is no, then we 
ask the same question about the next element of I,,. And so on. N(p,) is the first 
element of 1,” for which we get an affirmative answer. 
Lemma 6.3. 92 is well-founded. 
Proof. Deny. A branch of 92 is, essentially, a sequence 
((p,,,W”,H”,Il”,Il”~“+’ ,~nn,@“,Y”,v,,o,)ln <w> 
Then Y = lJ,<, pn is a countable iteration tree according to C, 0 = 
sup{& + 1 In < o} = I/Z(~) and 6 = {/3 < 013n(/? <,v,,)} a cofinal branch of Y. 
Claim 6.4. b is a well-founded branch of F and letting 5 ’ be the extension of F via b, 
5’ can be copied on (SJ’“, Zl”), for all n. 
Proof. Fix 0 < n < o. By remark 4 above Y can be copied on (ZP’,L’“). Also for 
m 2 n, the ordinals v, are linearly ordered in the tree ordering of ZI”Y and determine 
a cofinal branch of II”% By a minor abuse of notation, such a branch will still be 
denoted by b. The direct limit of (U”Y, 93”) along b will be shown to be well-founded, 
proving thus the claim. For m 2 n let ~~ = a,,,~ 71;;“. By clause (61, k > m > n, 
zk”iv,,vl, = &rt, so the diagram 
&CPE @) h 
commutes. Let z, be the limit map: as every element x E Mb is of the form iv,,&), 
pick k 2 m large enough so that i,m,.l(y)~ [M~~“pk+‘*iO”); VO, . . . ,vk], and set 
r,(x) = ~kh,,,dY))~ 0 
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Note that the game cannot be over once all the p.‘s have been played, i.e. (In I,” # 8, 
as otherwise II would win, Mb being well-founded, thus contradicting the assumption 
that C is a winning strategy for I. 
Therefore extending y via b yields a legal move $9 + (M), call it p, that, by the claim, 
can be copied on any B”. Let m = c(p) and let 0 < i < m + 1 be least such that 
N(pi) > m. As m E r\, IPn, then in particular m E IPi, hence N( pi) > m 2 min I,, . Thus, 
by 4(e) in the definition of 92, no extension CJ Of pi according to JC with m 4 I, could have 
been copied onto (B i, Il’). In particular, this should hold for p, but the claim shows 
that p can be copied on gi: a contradiction. 0 
7. The enlargement 
Let r E 42 be a node: r- is the finite sequence obtained from r by dropping the v’s 
and the 0’s. Then {r- 1 r E 92} is still a tree on V,, but it is not well-founded. In fact we 
will construct a branch through it. Let $2 - be the tree on V, defined using clauses 
(l)-(4) of Section 6 only, i.e. the nodes of %! - do not have any v’s or ~9s. Then 
{r- 1 r E %} G % -. Obviously, different r’s may yield the same r-, so there is no way 
to retrieve e.g. the v’s from r-. Yet, for what we are going to do, we would like to be 
able to do this. To be more specific, suppose r E 3!‘- is of length n + 1 and that 
Pl = ... = Pm+1 are its positions, and that ht(p.) < a < ht(p.+ i): can we find 
v. < ... <v,=tx so that for some go, . . . ,en, (r,3,8)E%!? The answer is no, as 
c1 might not have n + 1 predecessors in the pn+ 1 tree ordering. In fact <r-pred(a) 
could be 0. The next two definitions address this problem. 
Definition 7.1. Suppose we are given positions p1 c ... c p,,+ 1, with Bi + 1 = ht(pi). 
Foreveryccsuchthat8,<cc<tr,+r,ifn>0,0rO<a<8, ifn=O,thebackwards 
sequence of cI relative to pl, . . . ,P”+~, is the sequence ((t1o,ml), . . . ,(ak,mk+l)) 
defined as follows. 
If n = 0, then ((aO,ml)) = ((a, 1)) is the backwards sequence of a relative to pl. 
Suppose n > 0, then k > 0. Let <r be the tree ordering associated to pn+ 1. 
1. 0 d c(o <T “’ +ak = a. 
2. l=ml< ... <mk+l=n+l,(hencekdn). 
3. & _ 1 is the largest /? <TM such that /I < 8, for some m < n + 1. The least such 
m is mk. 
4. <(ao,mi), . . . ,(cc~- i, mk)) is the backwards sequence of tlk- 1 relative to 
Pl? ... ,Prnk. 
Remarks. 1. Notice that a largest /_I as in (3) always exists as the iteration trees pi have 
successor length Bi + 1. 
2. For 0 < i d k ai E (o(,,,,+,)- I, 4,,+,1. 
3. If pi = Pm,, the backwards sequence of u relative to a,, . . . ,Ijk+ 1 is 
((%, l), ... ,(ak, k + 1)). Notice that if n > 0, then k > 0. 
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4. Here is an informal description of how the backwards sequence of a relative to 
:h’ ‘.. 
,p,, is obtained, when CI > 0 and n > 0. The sequence is computed backwards 
ence the name): Given a, let (a,n + 1) be the last element of the sequence. [We 
should write (oz,n + 1) = (txk,rnk+ i), but we do not know k yet]. Going down the 
interval [O,U)~, from c( towards 0, look for the first ordinal CI’ that belongs to some 
earlier tree pnC + 1, with 0 < n’ < n. Of course such an a’ might belong to several p,,, + 1’s. 
Take the least such n’. Then (a’, n’ + 1) will be the second to the last element in the 
backwards sequence. If n’ = 1, the we are done: ((a’, n’ + l), (a, n + 1)) = ( (ao, ml), 
(rxi, mz)) is our sequence and k = 1. If n’ > 1, we repeat the argument above with a’, 
pl, . . . ,pnril instead ofa,p,, . . ,P~+~ and get CC cT a’ and n” < n’. And so on. 
Definition 7.2. Let r E 4Z - be a node of length n + 1 and let p1 c ... c p,,+ 1 be its 
positions. Given 8, d CI < l?,,,, let ((ao,ml), . . . ,(f&,~&+i)) be the backwards 
sequence of a relative to ( pl, . , pn + 1). 
The contraction ofr relative to a is the node t E fi2 -I of length k + 1 obtained by 
rearranging some of the stuff contained in r in k + 1 pieces: 
t = ((Pm,,~o,nO), . . . ,(pm,+,,~mk,nmk,~mk-L~mr,~mk,Hmx,~mk,Ymk)) 
= ((&,&?‘,R’), . . . ,(p,+l,~k,Ifk,nk-l’k,~kk,Hk,,k,~k)) 
where we set m. = 0 SO that lImoV” = II”‘m’. 
Remarks. 1. In rearranging r into t, a few of the B’S, c’s q’s rc’s and $‘s may be lost if 
mk < n, but all the information coded by the p’s is preserved, as mk+ 1= n + 1. 
2. Suppose that for any m < n and any 8, < LX < &,+ 1 there is a 9,_ 1 < j? G 8, 
such that /I cT a. It amounts to saying that in extending pm to pm+ 1, we never visit any 
model in the iteration trees pl, for I < m. Then for 9, < CI < I$,+ 1 the backwards 
sequence of a relative to pl, . . . ,pn+ 1 is of length n + 1 and the contraction of 
r relative to a is r itself. Unfortunately, we cannot assume this holds in general, and 
this is why we had to introduce this further complication. And, after all, life was not 
meant to be easy. 
Before we move on, we still must verify that 
Lemma 7.3. t E 4Y - 
Proof. By induction on k + 1 = the length of t = the length of the backwards se- 
quence of a. 
Assume k = 0. Then t = ((P,+~, L~T~,II”)) = <(pl,Bo,l?o)). By remark (4) pre- 
ceding Definition 7.2, p1 = p,,+ 1 can be copied on (~“,~o) = (9Y”,IIo), hence on 
(*go, *@O). So clause 3 holds. The other clauses are immediate or vacuous. 
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So we may assume k > 0. The premouse Rk, the cut-off point $ and the embedding 
@? can be taken to be R m,,$!i, and di,, so clause 2(c) holds. As 
and N(pk) = N(pmk)$lpm,+,, then N(pk)$l&+,. For any q 1 &, q can be copied on 
(*Wmk, *Qmk) = (*Ok, *@“) if and only if q can copied on (Brnk,Dmk) = (CJk,nk), so by 
clause 4(d) and remark (4), and taking q = pk+ 1 = pm,+, , clauses 3 and 4(d) hold. The 
other clauses are left to the reader. lo 
A branch b through % _ 
will be constructed inductively together with sequences 
l The conditions. The following 9 conditions must hold for every 0 6 n < o. 
1. (a) (pn,*Qn) = ((P,_qJla < &)^((P,*,(o.*)) is an enlargement for (p.,M) 
with bounds (~~1 CI < I&)-. 
(b) (.Yn,*Y”) = ((P,,lC/a)I~ < &)^((P~,$~)) is an enlargement for (n”p,,~W’) 
with bounds (K, I c( < O,)^(KX). 
(4 % = $a o %> for a < 0, and cp,* = ll/z 0 x0,. 
2. ((P,,~~~~)l~~<&)~P,*andforeverycc<&, 
P,* I= P, is 2”“-closed and of size 1 T/rpzcp,)+ 1 1 
and 
3. P,,+ 1 can be copied on (p”, *@“). 
4. Let M(p,) E I,” be the least k such that 3q 3 p,3/?(k = c(q t/?), q is according to 
C and can be copied on (Y’“, *@“)). Then M(p,) $Ip,+I. [The function M is the 
analogue of N. In fact, for the enlargement we are going to construct, M = N.] 
5. (a) &Pa) = 6(C,) and Pa b “1 V,,z\ < K, and IC, is a cut-off point.” 
(b) Pan V,, = C, =) Hc2K.j+ and P.* n V,, = R, witness clause 2(c). 
6. For 8, < CI < 8, + 1, let %a be the tree @ relativized to P,, where the ordinals q, 
K are interpreted as m, K, and n is replaced by q= 0 ig:;l. [Notice that i&l E HC c P, 
and rp, E P, since pa E P,*+ 1 and P, is 2’“-closed inside P,*, 1. Therefore it makes sense 
to relativize % to Pm.] +& is well-founded and 11 Ij denotes its rank function. 
Then ra is a non-empty node of f?& and 
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(a) the v’s for ra are (vO, . . . ,v,J, where ((vO,ml), . . . ,(vk,mk+i)) is a backwards 
sequence of c1 relative to 
(i) PI, . . . ,pn+l, if M # 8, or n = 0; 
(ii) pl, . . . ,p. if cI = 8, and n > 0. 
(b) (r,)) is the contraction of 
(i) b In + 1 relative to LX, if c1 # 8, and n = 0; 
(ii) b 1 n relative to c(, if CI = 0, and n > 0. 
In particular, ri = (pl,~o,~o). 
(c) (i) If a # 8, or n = 0, then ek = $d~7c~~“+’ /[M~nmpn+l~dm); vo, . .. ,vk], where 
m=mkandn+l=mk+l. 
(ii) Ifa=i3,andn>0,thenm,+,=n>m=mkand 
Notice that in either case ran(a,) E C, = P,n VKm, the relativization of I’, to P,. 
(d) P, has at least Jlr,JJ .2 cut-off points above K,; 
7. (a) P.* b “I v,,,j < K,* and K,* is a cut-off point.” 
(b) qz : M;’ 3 P,* n Vvr and I,+:  MEPn + P,* n VK:, are elementary embeddings 
such that qz = 1(/,* 0rce, and b(P,*) = cpz(G(Mi;)) and 
P,* k “(%Y^ ( VKg), Qi”- (9:)) is an enlargement of (p., M),, 
and 
P,* k “(%Y^( V,,), Y”^ (q$)) is an enlargement of (ZZnp,,@“).” 
8. Let a,* be the relativization of @ to P,*, with the ordinals q, K interpreted as yin*, 
K,* and n interpreted as q.* 0 if&,. $2: is well-founded and 11 11 denotes its rank 
function. Then r,* is a node of !A!‘,* and 
(a) Thev’sofr,*are(v,, . . . ,vk),where((vo,m,), . . . ,(y,mk+i))isthebackwards 
sequenced of 8, relative to pl, . . , pn; 
(b) (r,*)- is the contraction of b In relative to 0.. In particular rg = 8. 
(c) For n > 0, ok = t+!fn* 0 7x2” ~[M~~mpn~dm); vo, . . . , vk], where m = mk and 
n = mk+ 1. Notice that ran(&) C P,* n VK:, = R,. 
(d) P,* has at least Ilr~j/~ 2 + 1 cut-off points above K,*. 
(9) p,*, 1 E p,*. 
This contradiction will show that our assumption about Z being a winning strategy 
for I in 9 +(M) is false, hence the theorem will be proved. 
l Base step 
Let [ > K be large enough so that V, is a premouse with 6(V;) = 6 (V,) = 7r (6(M)) 
and such that there are l)%ll. 2 + 1 cut-off points above K = K: > q$ = q. Let 
PO* = V,, r$ =8 and IJ$ = Z. 
Now we have to define 33’ = {B,). We want B. to reflect enough of V, so that any 
position according to C that can be copied on Bo, can also be copied on V,. For every 
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position q according to C that cannot be copied on (PO,*@‘) there is an ordinal 
fi such that q I/? can be copied on (9 , O *@O), but q l/I + 1 cannot. Let Ybe q t/3 copied 
on (PO, *@O). If b is a limit ordinal, then fix an increasing sequence j&,, -+ fi and 
ordinals 5, E A4Tm such that iP,,p,+,(&,,) > &,,+ r, and let w, = (&, j$,,). If /I = v + 1 
and y = cT -pred(fi), then let w, = (a,,&) witness the ill-foundedness of 
ult(M;“, ET). By absoluteness (w, 1 m < w) can be taken to be inside P$ = V,, and by 
Corollary 3.10, we can assume that (w, 1 m < o) E V,. Repeating the argument for 
every position q as above, a set X E V, of all such w,(q)% is obtained. 1x1 < 2”‘, as 
there are at most 2’O such q’s. Working inside I’,, let 
H = Hu11”~(XuHCu{~,rr}). 
By construction 1 H 1 = 2’O. Let It/g :B. + H be the inverse of the transitive collapse 
and let rc, q be the images of x0 and so via Ii/g. 
Thus in both cases go, no and $* o are defined. Finally, choose a position 
p1 according to C that can be copied on I’, via rc, and such that M(po)$l,,. 
a Inductive step 
Let n > 0 and suppose we are given 
($ala < 0”) 
((P~,r~,~~,~~,~t,r~)lm Gn> 
satisfying conditions l-9 above. 
l Construction of 9”+’ and *@“+I. 
We will now build 
Let YY be the pseudo-iteration tree obtained by copying p,, + I on (Y’, *P) and 
denote its clth model by W,. Let us also agree that for fi < 8,+ 1 
G, : Mr”P.+,.d”) _, W,, fS:Mbpn+l.M)~Mbn”P.+l.~“) 
are the copy map induced by *Yn and Il”, respectively. 
Definition 7.4. Let 0. < /? < 8,,+ 1 and let a < 8, be its root in YY. Let 
(r)PY(4PY (@)@, t = 
i&V,), ia,&,), &A@!,), ra if a < &, 
i,,&,*), i&c,*), i,,p(a!.*),r,* if ~1 = 0,. 
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The node sP E (4?)D is defined as follows. 
1. Ifn=Oand/?>a=@,=O,then 
sg = ((P1,~“,~o~vo~~on 
where v. = /I and (TV = G,, 1 [M!fop13@); vo] is the restriction of the copy map induced 
by IC/;:Bo + I’,. 
2. If n > 0 and c( = /3 = f3,, then sp = r,* .
3. Ifn>Oand~>8,,thenlet((vo,m,), . . . ,(~~,m~+~),(v~+~,m~+~)) betheback- 
wards sequence of /I relative to pl, . . . ,pn+ 1. Hence vk = CY d 8,,+, and 
<(%,%)r ... ,(v~,EQ+~)) is the backwards sequence of OL relative to pl, . . . ,P~*+~. 
Then the v’s of sg are vo, . . . , vk + 1 and let 
d,‘+i = G, [[Mbn”X+1Pn+1’8’r*‘); Vg, . . ,Vk+l]. 
Let also 
Lemma 7.5. With c1 and j? as in the definition above, and m = mk + 1, I= mk ifk > 0 and 
1 = 0 otherwise 
1. t; E Wan V,SC+ 1 and if;&-) = t, ; 
2. s~,b~n+l~WpnVp~+,ands~ is the contraction of b 1 n + 1 relative to j3. 
Proof. If n = 0 then t, = 8 and the result is immediate. So we may assume n > 0, 
hence k > 0. 
1. By the definition of backwards sequence til 6 6,_ 1 < ct < 8, and the critical 
point of i = izb is > p = pE_, so it is enough to show that t, E W, n VP + 1. For any j, 
Pj, 3’3 n’ E HQ~)+> hence their rank is certainly less than p, so the only possible source 
of problems are the Hj, Qij, Yj and Vj, for j $ 1. Condition 2 following the proof of 
Lemma 7.3 and the fact that pz(pa) = ~~(a(p,) = pz- imply that the rank of 
%?1=(C,Ioc<81)is <p,sot~EWe,nVp.,. But W,, agrees with W, through p + 2, 
so the result follows at once. 
2. By part (1) SF extends t;, so (s;) r lh(t, ) E W, n VP?. By an argument as the one 
inpart(l)wecanconcludethat(p,+,,~m,~m,~f~m,~m,Hm,~“,Y”)~ W,nVpr+l. 
By the agreement between W, and W,, SF E W, n VP;+, . Notice that in the course of 
the proof we also managed to prove that s; is the contraction of b In + 1, and that 
b In + 1 E W,n VP?;,. 0 
Lemma 7.6. (VP 3 f$)s, E (%)B. 
Proof. We will use the same notation as in the proof of the previous lemma. If n = 0 
or if o! = /3 = f?, and n > 0, then the result follows easily, so we may assume /I > 8, and 
n > 0. 
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Let us show first that sa E (a -)@, By part (1) of Lemma 7.5 and t, E (@ - )“, it 
follows that t; E (42 -)P, so we only have to check that, working inside W,, (i) there is 
a premouse R*, a cut-off point q* and embeddings q* and $ * as in clause 2(b) and 
4(d) of the definition of %, and (ii) clause (3) holds. 
(i) Suppose 0, < O,, i.e. m < n. Then let R* = I/(,).G~ We,,,, q* = (v)~“‘, v)* = q$,, 
and $* = $e*,. Then R*, q*, a)*, tj~* E W,*m E P,* = We,,. By an argument like the one 
in the previous lemma, R*, q*, cp*, tj* E W,. 
Suppose now 9, = B,,. Working in W,,, = P.*, let y > K,* and let Q be the transitive 
collapse of 
Hull~(VPR~+, uc~n,~“,ul”,(p,*,~,*,K,*,r,*)). 
Let K*, yl *, q*, I,+* be the images of K,*, q.*, q,,*, ll/z under the collapse. [Notice that V”, 
Qi”, Y” are not affected by the collapse.] Let also R* = Qn V,.. Then R*, q*, 
@“-^(p*), YenA ($*) satisfy 2(b) and 4(d). Moreover, Q E VP,n+zn Won c W,, so R*, 
v*, v E W,. 
(ii) By Corollary 3.10 and Remark (5), M(pm) = the least k E I,,,, such that there is 
q 3 pm according to C, and k# I, and q can be copied on (Bm,Ilm). Moreover, pn+ 1 is 
such a q. As p,,+ 1, Bm, Ilm E Hp+,+ E W,, by Remark (5) relativized to W,, we have 
that 
W, b M(p,) = N(pm) and sS E (a -)P. 
As sp extends i,,p(t,) E (%))8, in order to show that sp E (%)fi we only have to take care 
ofj?=~,+,anda,+~.Recallthat((v,,m,), . . . , (vk, mk+ 1)) is the backwards equence 
of a = vk, m = mk+l, and that (!I1 < 8,_ I < c( Q 8,. Let us verify clause 6 in the 
definition of a. Let crk = g&g) and r = ak(t,). By definition of sg, gk = &(r). By 
conditions 6(c) or 8(c) 
where 
We need to find an elementary embedding ck+ l(sp) = dk+ I : [M~mpn+lTBm); 
vg, . ,vk+lj + v(~)Bn w,, with crk+ 1E W,, such that the following diagram com- 
mutes. 
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For y < &+r, let Gy:M;“Pn+l + W, be the copy map induced by the embedding 
* Y”: B’” + 8”. Now there are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: n = m. Then the diagram 
commutes. As ck E W,, and dam(z) is hereditarily countable, then io z = i(z). Al- 
though G, need not be an element of W,, G, r[M~“PntlTa”); v,-,, . . . ,v,+,j E W,, by 
part 1 of Lemma 3.16. [This was the whole point of defining the CJ’S on chunks.] 
Therefore we may take 
ok+1 = G, r[M~npn+‘*ton); Vo, . . . ,vk+rj. 
Case 2: m < n. As a < 8, and n,“‘” = id, then n2m = ~2” and B, = MJn”Pn+l,am) = 
M(nnPn+l. 
a w). Consider the following commutative diagram. 
Now we can take ck+l = Gg~~~‘“r~M~~‘Pn+l~cO”); vo, . . . ,vk+lj. Again 
ak+tEW@. q 
Thus sg is defined and belongs to (%!)p, for all 8, < /? 4 fI,+ 1. 
Lemma 7.7. For all n 2 0, 
1. P,* = Won has at least IlsenII*2 + 1 cut-ofpoints above rc,*. 
2. ~~~ 8, <p G en+l, W, has at least 11~~11.2 + 2 cut-oflpoints above (IC)~. 
Proof. Let a,p and t, be as in Definition 7.4. 
When n = 0 and 0 < B < el, then a = 0 and t, = r$ = 8. V, = P$ = W,, has at 
least Ilro*ll. 2 + 1 cut-off point above K = rc: = (K)‘, hence W, has at least 
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i0,8( Ilrgll. 2 + 1) cut-off points above (K)@. As sg properly extends i,,a(rg) = r$ for any 
0 < fl < dl, 1 and 2 follow at once. 
Suppose now n > 0. Part 1 follows from condition 8(d) and the fact that se, = r,*, so 
we may assume fl > 8,. By condition 6(d), IV, has at least 11 t, II.2 cut-off points above 
(K)=,so W, hasatleast i,,,(llt,ll.2) = 11 i,,a(t,)II.2cut-offpointsabove(k-)B = i,,p((lc)“). 
As sg is a proper extension of i,,,&), ll~~ll.2 + 2 < Ilia,s(ta)ll.2. 0 
Let us introduce one more piece of notation. Let Y be the tree pn+ I copied on 97” 
via n”. For any 8, < p < 8,+ 1, let ((~(~,rn~), . . . ,(tlk,mk+ 1)) be the backward se- 
quence of /? and let 
q(ss) = G, ~[M~Pn+‘vB”); vo, . . . ,vk]. 
[Notice that dk(sg) = q(ss) 0 ~7,~ 1 [M~“pn+l~d”); v,,, . . . , ~~1.1 It is immediate to 
check that q(s,) and q(sp) are compatible below pz + 2. [Recall that two functions 
f and g are compatible below an ordinal p iff f r V, u g 1 V, is still a function.] 
Here is the plan of what comes next. First we construct PO,, pe, and pen. Then fix B, 
8, <P < e,+,, and work inside W,. Let r be the ( lisp II .2 + 1)th cut-off point above 
(@ and let Qa 2 T/P,w be the transitive collapse of a hull of V,. By exercising proper 
care Qa can be taken to be 2Ko-closed, of size I Vpy+ 1 I and such that there are )IS,JI .2 
cut-off points above (@, where S, and (Z)@ are the collapses of s, and (tc)@. We also 
want embeddings qs : M:“P”” 4 Qs n VCejp such that qs 2 q(Q) and qa and qy agree 
through7rllp(pp)+2,for/?<y<&+l. As each (Qg ,qa, Sp) can be coded as an element 
of VP:-+ 2 n W,, it belongs to Won+, . Finally, working inside Won+, , choose a 2’“-closed 
Skolem hull H of V,n Won+,, where < is the ( IIsen+,II ~2 + 2)th cut-off point, so that 
H contains all of the Qs, qp, S,, etc. By letting h : H + P,*+ 1 be the transitive collapse 
and h(Q,) = P,, /I($) = rs and CJ+ = h(qp) ofp, the construction would be completed. 
Unfortunately, we must be more ingenious than that as it is not clear that embeddings 
qs as above can be found inside W,: the problem is that it is difficult to maintain the 
agreement between the q’s past the first o of them. And even if qs’s as above were 
available, there is no guarantee that the sequence ( (Qp, qp,Sg) j 8, -c j? < 8,+ 1> be- 
longs to Won+, . In order to overcome these problems, a sequence of approximations 
will be built inductively, for 8, < /3 6 8,+ 1. 
We now construct PO,, qen and re,. We cannot simply take Pen = P,*, as our 
conditions required that Pen E P,*+ 1 E P,*. So working inside W,,, = P,* let 4 be the 
( IlsO,I(. 2 + 1)th cut-off point above (K)~“, and let 
Ho = I-IullVC(Vp’,: +lu{se,,~,*,(rl)‘1(K)‘“,hTn + I>), 
H” = Hull”< I*’ ( UVCyHY) for y < (29+ 
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and set H = HCzK”)‘. [Notice that (K)‘~ = K,* and (r)‘” = qz.1 It is easy to see that H is 
2Ko-closed and of size I Vpe? + I I. [This is why plus-2 trees are used: had we taken hulls 
of size I VP@,, I we could have run into problems with JH 7 J’s if cof( 1 Vpo, I) d 2”.] Let 
h : H + PO, be the transitive collapse, let rO, = h(sO,), q,, = I#,*), qe, = II($). Also set 
Se,, = NW and v?s, = go, ~fe,. 
Definition 7.8. For 8, < p d 8, + i, let 9ZD E W, be the set defined as follows. 
((Q!,~:,dh~,s~Wh, G CI 6 /3) E %?p if and only if: 
(9 (Q~~,qR,~~“,~L,sL) = (Pe,,ge,,~e,,Ice,,re,). 
(ii) Qi is a premouse, K{ is a cut-off point and Q! + I Vtltl < K:. 
(iii) (Y”r f?,, Y”)-((Q{, qi) ( 8, d CI < /?) is an enlargement for (Y l/3 + 1,&I’“) with 
bounds(K,Icr<B,)^(lc~lt),dcrdB). 
(iv) (9”r8,,~“)~((Q,P,qaP”fb)l~. 6 M <B> is an enlargement for 
(JJ”+~ tB + 1,M) with bounds (mlcr < %>^($I& <a <P>. 
(v) sf E (%)bp, where (%)i is the relativization of % to Q!, with K, q and n: replaced 
by K!, V! and q!ofno io,,; moreover for CI > O,,, (sf)- is the contraction of 
b In + 1 relative to a and pi, . . . ,pn+i. 
(vi) 4; rvPy+z - = Gg, the copy map, and qi 2 q(s{). 
(vii) W, k “Qi 1 V, + 1 and is of size I V, + 1 I”, where p = p,“. = q,8(p,“). 
(viii) Qi has at least II $11.2 cut-off points above K:, and Qi::: has at least 
IIs~;:: II.2 + 1 cut-off points above I&:;. 
Lemma 7.9. For every p with 0, d /I < tl,, 1, .Bp is non-empty. In fact, for any 
9, < y c p and any sequence in 9?’ there is sequence in B@ extending it. 
Proof. By induction on /I. Condition (vii) implies that every element of 9%Ty can be 
coded as a subset of I/p?-+ 1n W,, hence gy G W,, for y < /?. If B = 8, then (i) implies 
64?@ has one element only, namely ((PO,,, qe,, qe,, Ice,,, rem)). 
Assume the lemma holds for some /I > 0, and let us prove it for /I + 1. By the 
inductive hypothesis, it is enough to show that any ((Q!, q!, yl!, Ict,s!) I 
8, ,< M Q p) E zJi?p can be extended to a sequence in %?+ ‘. By compatibility of G, and 
G,,+,belowp~+2andby(vi),qpatI/,~~+,~G,+,,andasq(sp+,)cGg+l,themaps 
4; 1 VP;/+ 2 and dsp + I 1 are compatible. First we must find an embedding q E W, such 
that 
q-M:+, -+ WB+lnl/(,,r+l and q 2 q: tV,r+2uq(sp+l). 
Moreover, if %’ is the tree u2! relativized to W,, 1 with K, q and rc replaced by (#+I, 
(4 P + l and q 0 fb + 1 0 i&: 1, then sp + 1 is still a node of a”. Such a q will be obtained via 
a “tree argument”. Let 4 be a map defined on a chunk of MF+ 1 and with range inside 
W,, 1 : a’(4) is the tree $!Y relativised to W,+ 1 with K, 9 and rc replaced by (K)~+‘, (v)~” 
and 40 ig:i!+l, and with the proviso that all the clauses involving 4ofa+i 0 iE:;:l 
should be construed appropriately, as this map may not be defined on the whole of M. 
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Let (&~rn<o)~IV~+~ be an increasing family of finite supports for (Y,SY’) such 
that 
iJ S, = &,+, + 1 and (Mf’+l)s, = domMsg+l)) 
m 
and let Y‘ be the tree, set of finite sequences closed under initial segment, whose nodes 
of length m + 1 are embeddings q. G ... c q,,, such that 
(1) 40 = &?+1), 
(2) qm :(@i+ 1 Is, + w, + 1 f-l V(K)flf 12 
(3) q,,, is compatible with qi below VPu+ z. 
(4) s/j+1 E@‘(q*OfS+lOiPo:i:l). 
V’E Wp+l as q,8~Vp~+zuq(sg+1) andfp+,oiPo:;\r are both in W,+I. Let us check 
that G, + 1 gives a branch through -tr :(l), (2) and (3) are immediate, while for (4) notice 
that if x is the root of ,!3 + 1 in (w,P”) then the commutativity of the copy maps with 
the tree embeddings 
where q is q=, if M < 8,, and it is qz if a = 8,. [The last equality above follows from the 
fact that M = dom(qo ie;‘) is countable, hence it is not moved by i$:i’.] Thus 
%!‘(G,+,) = (%)B” hence s~+~ E Wp+l, by Lemma 7.6. Thus V” is ill-founded in 
I/ and hence, by absoluteness, in W,, 1. Therefore there is a q E W, + 1 as desired. We 
now proceed as in the construction of Pen. Working inside W,+ 1 let < be the 
(Ils,+1II.2+i)thcut-offpointabove(lc)B”,wherei=1ifB+1<8,+,,ori=2if 
fl + 1 = On+l. Let 
Ho = Hu~~“V’~‘~,X, +Iu{sp+l,q,(r)B+l,(Ic)P+‘,hrn + l}), 
H” = Hull”< 2”“(Uy<P~Y) for ,J < (29+ 
and set H = H(2N”)‘. Let h : H + Qs+ 1 a+ ’ be the transitive collapse, let sift = h(sP+ t), 
rc$f: = /I((@+~), $Z: = h((~)~+l). Also set qof’ - h B + 1 (q). It is easy to verify that 
((Qh!,~!i,&s~)l& <a 6 B>-((Qa+l,qP+l,rs+l,~~~~,s~~~)) ES?+~ p+1 /?+1 p+1 
and it extends ((Qz, q:, $, rci, s,Y ) 18, < o! < y). The verification of (i)-(viii) of Defini- 
tion 7.8 is straightforward. As an example, let us check that that each Qt+’ is 
2”0-closed inside Qjz:. [This is required by our definition of enlargement: the 
pseudo-iteration tree must be internal (see Section 6)]. If o! = /I, then, by inductive 
hypothesis Qi+ ’ = Q$ is 2Ko-closed inside W,. But any 2Ko-sequence of elements of 
Q$’ ’ can be coded as an element of VPr+ z n W, = V,,w+ 2 n Wp + 1, hence the result B 
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follows. If u < /I, then Qt = Qt’ ’ is 2’O- c 1 osed inside Q$, which is, as we just showed, 
2’“-closed inside Qs+ 1 p  ‘. Thus the lemma holds for b + 1. 
Suppose now that /3 > 8, is a limit and that the result holds for y < fi. Fix a y with 
8,~ y < p and a sequence 
As .c&? E W,, this sequence belongs to W,. Working inside W,, choose a sequence 
Bi+B with y<Bi<Bi+r and let (S, 1 m < w) E W, + 1 be an increasing family of 
finite supports for (9, .%?“) such that 
p,=e.+, + 1 and (Mr),, = dom(q(ss)). 
Let -Y be the tree on VP’p,w searching for a sequence like 
such that 
together with embeddings q0 E . . . c qi 
such that q = IJiqi 2 q(ss), q is compatible with 4;; below & + 2, for i < co, and such 
that sg E %‘(qJ. Using the inductive hypothesis we can choose 
~‘= ((Q~‘,qli,rl’,lc~‘,SIi)18, ~ a ~ Bi) E~~i 
such that .J? c .9i c 3?i+1. Thus 
is an infinite branch of V. By absoluteness there is a 9” E W, such that 
and an embedding q : Mf + W, n i’(K)6 with the right properties. 
_9m fails to be an element of .G@ in that it has no Q$, q$, etc. We now proceed as 
before: working in Wp we take (2No)+ many hulls of V,, where r is the ( llsBll -2 + i)th 
cut-off point, i = 1 if /3 < O,+ 1 or i = 2 if /3 = 6. + 1. Each hull H’ contains 
V,,w+lu{s,,q,(?)B,(~)B,b tn + L-P”} 
and let Q$ be the collapse of H(2K”)‘. By construction 9” E Q$ and each Qi will be 
2’“-closed inside Qj. Let q$,$, K~,s$ be the images of q, (#, (I@, s, under the 
collapse, so that 9.” * ((Q$, q$, F$, xi, sj )) f B? is the desired sequence xtending 3. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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We are now ready to define 9”’ ’ and *@“+ ‘. Fix a sequence 
and set 
andfor6,<jI<8,+1 
P, = Qp+l, ss = qj++‘, 90 = sp Qfa, 
9s = @+‘, K/g = Jcy, r. = sF+l. 
The verification of the conditions for (,“+ ‘, * 0”) is straightforward. As an example 
let us check 9. As ($V,Y”) is internal, 
P,*+l~We,+l=MBW,,,~We,=P,* 
so P,*,I E P,*. 
l Construction of p,+2,~*+1, iKnf1,17n,n+1 and *Y’+I. 
The construction is very similar to what we did for the case n = 0. Pick P,, + 2 =I pn + I
according to C such that M(p.+l)$l,“+z and P,,+~ can be copied on (Y”+i,*Gn+l). 
Such a position must exist by Corollary 3.5. Thus clause 3 holds by fiat. 
For every position q according to C that cannot be copied on (gn+l, * @“+ ‘), there 
is an ordinal /I such that q rj3 can be copied but q I/? + 1 cannot. Let Y be the 
pseudo-iteration tree of height fl obtained by copying q 1 p on (p”+ ‘, * W’+ ‘). If fl is 
a limit ordinal, then fix an increasing sequence Pm + B and ordinals 5, E MS”, such 
that i,,,,,,,+ ,(L) > L+ 1, and let w,,, = (&,,,/?,,,). If /3 = v + 1 and y = -+ -pred(/?), 
then let w, = (a,,f,) witness the ill-foundedness of ult(M<,Er). By absoluteness 
(w, 1 m < w) can be taken to be inside P ,*t 1, and by Corollary 3.10, we can assume 
that (w,) m < o) E P,*c 1 A V,,, . Repeating the argument for every position q as 
above, a set X G P.*, 1 n V+ of all such w,,,(q) is obtained. 1x1 < 2’O, as there are at 
most 2’O such q’s. Working inside P,*, 1, let 
H = Hull”~~+~(XuHCuran(g*)u{V”+‘,H”+’,*@”+’,(g~l~ < 6,+,)}). 
By construction 1 HI = 2’O, and let h: H -+ Be,+l be its transitive collapse. Let 
$e, = h-’ rBe, and for 6, <a GO,,,, let 
& = h(G), s, = h(G), 7% = h(%)> 
7r:.n+l = h(g,), $a = h-r YE,, 
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and let se,,, = &,$+I), %,+I = h(&+ r) and 7~:;::’ = h 0 g*. This completes the con- 
struction of &?“+I, ZI”+~, IZ”,“+~ and *Y”+r = ($alc( < &+,)*(h-‘) and hence 
Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
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